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Kurzfassung

Der Schwerpunkt dieser Arbeit beinhaltet die Entwicklung einer Power-Management-
Optimierungsstrategie für ein Drei-Quellen-Hybridfahrzeug. Diese Strategie berücksi
-chtigt die Integration von optimierten Parametern, die eine dynamische Strombe-
grenzung von Batterie und Brennstoffzelle umsetzen. Hierbei wird ein Superca-
pacitor als dritte Stromquelle verwendet. Das Ziel ist die Entwicklung eine mod-
ulare Struktur mit entkoppelten Online- und Offline-Teilen, so dass die Umset-
zung bei realen Fahrzyklen möglich ist. Von der Literatur kann geschlossen wer-
den, dass die Online Optimierung mehrerer Ziele eine Schwierigkeit darstellt. Ein
weiteres Problem ist die Anpassung einer optimierten Powermanagement Strategie
auf reale Farzyklen. Die entwickelte Strategie/Methode verwendet online ein regel-
basiertes Power management mit offline integriert optimierten Parametern. Die
Parameter werden in Bezug auf mehrere widerspüchliche Zeile optimiert, z.B. in
Bezug auf den maximalen Kraftstoffverbrauch im Widerspruch zur minimalen Ab-
weichung des State-of-Charge. Durch eine geeignete Wahl der Parameter ist unter
Berücksichtigung der Lastanforderung der Betrieb aller drei Quellen innerhalb der
gewünschten Arbeitsbereiche möglich. Einem oder mehreren Optimierungszielen
kann durch Variation der Gewichtungen der Ziele mehr Priorität als anderen Zie-
len zuordnet werden. Die Anwendung dieses Konzepts auf einen Brennstoffzellen-
Batterie-Supercapacitor Hybrid wird in dieser Arbeit diskutiert. Eine detaillierte
Modellbildung aller Komponenten sowie Verifizierung und Plausibilitätsbewertung
wird berücksichtigt/durchgeführt. Zum Zweck der experimentellen Validierung wer-
den die eigentlichen Antriebskomponenten durch regelbare Stromquellen und -senken
ersetzt, die die Dynamik der reellen Komponenten nachbilden. Schließlich wird
ein Konzept zur Integration der entwickelten Powermanagement-Optimierung in
reale Fahrszenarien vorgestellt. Zur Validierung/Verifikation wird eine Fahrsimu-
latorumgebung mit dem experimentellen Hybrid-Elektrofahrzeug verbunden. Mit
Hilfe eines erklärenden Beispiels werden die gewünschten optimalen Werte berech-
net und dem menschlichen Fahrer über eine geeignete Schnittstelle angezeigt.
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Abstract

The focus of this thesis is to develop a suitable power management optimization
strategy for a three-source hybrid vehicle powertrain. This strategy takes into ac-
count the integration of optimized parameters that limit the battery and fuel cell
current by utilizing a third power source, namely supercapacitor. The goal is to
develop a modular structure with decoupled online and offline parts such that im-
plementation in case of real driving conditions is feasible. Based on the literature
review it can be concluded that providing optimal solutions in terms of multiple
objectives online is an issue. Adaption of optimized control strategy to real driv-
ing data is another concern. The developed strategy employs an online rule-based
control with embedded offline-optimized parameters. The parameters are optimized
with respect to multiple and conflicting objectives such as fuel consumption and
state-of-charge deviation minimization. By a suitable selection of parameters, oper-
ation of all three sources within desired working ranges is possible, keeping in mind
the load demand. By varying the weights between the objectives, one or more objec-
tives can be given more priority than others. The application of this concept to fuel
cell-battery-supercapacitor hybrid is discussed in this thesis. Detailed modeling of
all components along with verification and plausibility assessment is done. For the
purpose of experimental validation, the real powertrain components are replaced by
controllable power sources and sinks that emulate the dynamics of real components.
Finally, a brief concept is presented to integrate the developed power management
optimization in real driving scenarios. For validation/verification purposes, a driv-
ing simulator environment is connected to the experimental hybrid electric vehicle
set-up and with the help of an illustrative example, the desired predicted optimal
values are calculated online and displayed to the human driver by a suitable in-
terface. The absence of online tuning of controller parameters in this example is
counteracted by developing a concept based on literature. With the help of this
concept, the adaption of the power management control concept, developed in this
thesis, can be realized.
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1 Introduction

The increasing problems of environmental pollution and fast depletion of fossil fuel
reserves is a global issue that requires immediate attention. The transportation
sector being one of the major consumers of fossil fuels and producers of pollutants
and greenhouse gases, makes a thorough retrospect of the existing technologies im-
portant. A radical solution to lower fuel consumption and emissions is an alterna-
tive powertrain, of which continuously variable transmission (CVT), electric vehicle
(EV), fuel cell electric vehicle (FCEV), hybrid electric vehicle (HEV), and advanced
power net control are mentioned in [KKDJ+05]. A hybrid electric vehicle generally
combines two or more power sources such as an internal combustion engine (ICE),
generator/motor or both, and a storage element such as a battery. An all-electric
vehicle can be a battery electric vehicle (BEV) or a FCEV. A comparison of the
characteristics of BEVs, HEVs, and FCEVs is given in [BGT10]. In this work, a
FCEV is considered with two storage elements: battery and supercapacitor and is
named as a multi-source HEV. The problem of controlling the power flows and other
parameters between different power sources such that desired behavior is achieved
is considered as power management problem. Desired behavior in [KKDJ+05] is ex-
pressed in terms of fuel consumption, emissions, component wear, and comfort with
operating points and storage levels of components within bounds. In this work, a
suitable power management optimization strategy is developed for the considered
hybrid powertrain configuration. This newly developed concept of power manage-
ment optimization addresses some of the open issues of existing methods namely,
integration of multiple objectives of power management in online, real-time control
of hybrid powertrains. Adaption of the power management control strategy to real
driving behavior is another issue which is considered in this work.

1.1 Hybrid powertrains: applications and scope

The history of hybrid electric vehicles dates back to the 1900s when the first hybrid
vehicle was developed by Ferdinand Porsche in 1901 [Wik15]. Their popularity in-
creased with the release of Toyota Prius in 1997 followed by Honda Insight in 1999
[Wik15]. The more recent releases include Ford C-Max Hybrid, Toyota Prius C,
Honda Accord, BMW i8, Porsche Panamera E-Hybrid, etc. in 2015. The technolog-
ical innovations at the automobile industries are progressing at a fast pace. Toyota
proposes the use of electric motor powered by batteries at start-up to give a smooth
start, battery’s stored energy to run the car at low speed ranges, engine as the pri-
mary source with energy-efficiency driving capacity [Glo15b]. It also boasts of the
new fuel cell car: Mirai [Glo15a]. Mercedes-Benz has also launched passenger cars
and city buses based on fuel cell technology [Dai15]. Keeping the industrial demands
in mind, the research on hybrid vehicle technology has also escalated in the past
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few years. Use of different alternative sources of energy are being considered along
with power management strategies to ensure desired operation. However, one of the
major challenges faced by the ongoing research of hybrid powertrains is to develop
real-time implementable power management that can provide solutions in unknown
driving situations.

1.2 Contribution of the thesis

In this thesis, an optimal power management strategy is developed which is based
on rules. The strategy is online implementable and is capable of providing in-
tantaneous optimal solutions based on multiple objectives. The strategy is im-
plemented on a multi-source hybrid electric vehicle model, subject to a particu-
lar drive cycle. The application of the developed strategy in case the drive cy-
cle is not given is also discussed. Parts of this thesis are published/submitted as
journal papers [MS16a],[MS16b],[MS15b] and presented in international conferences
[MS15a],[MWS15],[MS14],[MKS13].

In chapter 2 [MS15b], a review of previous works is presented with focus on rule-
based power management, its optimization methods, and its applications in real-time
systems. The alternatives of rule-based power management is also discussed. The
advantages of combining storage elements commonly used in HEVs is given with
relevance to the chosen power management optimization strategy.

In chapter 3 , the configurations and modeling options in hybrid powertrains is
discussed and the reasons for choosing the considered topology is emphasized. Then
the detailed dynamical modeling of each component of the considered HEV is given
followed by a plausibility check where the behavior of each component is verified
with literature. Finally, a simplified version of the detailed dynamical model is
presented and compared.

In chapter 4 [MS16b], first a classification and comparison of different power man-
agement strategies is given followed by the concept of the developed strategy. Next,
each part of the power management control module is described followed by the
working of the controller. Next, the optimization of the controller parameters as a
decoupled process is detailed emphasizing, the presence of multiple and conflicting
goals and therefore, the choice of an appropriate algorithm. Both simulation and
emulation results for the optimized control strategy is presented.

In chapter 5 [MS16a], an application of the proposed power management optimiza-
tion concept is given. An adaption/modification of the developed strategy to work
with real driver velocities is given based on concepts from literature. For the purpose
of validation/verfication, an example is presented by using a driving simulator-hybrid
vehicle coupled experimental set-up.

In the last chapter a conclusion and summary of the thesis is given.
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2 Literature review

2.1 Introduction

This chapter is published in the form of a scientific paper [MS15b]. For the past
several years, hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) have mostly implied two power sources
with power management approaches responsible for distributing power between
these two sources. However, the presence of multiple power sources with a suitable
power distribution between components makes further reduction in fuel consump-
tion possible. In hybrid powertrains, two different sources of power are considered.
As an example, in [KL10], the drivetrain output mechanically driven by an internal
combustion engine (ICE) is supplemented by an electric motor. However, due to the
growing trend of all-electric powertrains [BGT10], the efficiency assessment of such
powertrains becomes important. According to [KL10], the efficiency of all-electric
hybrid vehicles depends on the capability of the energy storage systems (ESSs),
where batteries and supercapacitors are considered as the most common options for
vehicular ESSs. As stated in [KL10], a hybrid drive composed of batteries, super-
capacitors and fuel cells could be considered as an appropriate option for advanced
hybrid vehicular drives. According to [AK12], Li-ion batteries possess high energy
density, but have relatively poor power density, whereas supercapacitors possess
high power density, but lower energy density, along with high charging/discharging
efficiency compared to batteries. As a result, hybridization of Li-ion batteries and
supercapacitors is considered in [AK12] to lead to a high performance storage unit.
According to [AK12], the desired operation is when a nearly constant load current
is supplied by the battery. This reduces its I2R losses and prevents terminal voltage
drops. The dynamic current with zero average is supplied by the supercapacitor
in order to match the battery to the load. A fuel cell-battery-supercapacitor com-
bination was also chosen in [PDRL07], stating the advantage of this combination.
The advantage of the battery-supercapacitor combination has also been stated in
[KBK10], where the constraint for the control strategy was to remain charge deplet-
ing. Due to the battery-supercapacitor combination, the supercapacitor can take
over more dynamic power fluctuations, while the battery takes a low pass filtered pro-
file. According to [KBK10], this can extend the battery life. The advantage of fuel
the cell-battery-supercapacitor combination has also been discussed in [LCL+12],
where fuzzy logic control was used to design energy management strategy for the
hybrid powertrain. Along with primary energy sources (such as fuel cells) and ESSs,
DC/DC converters are also integral parts of HEVs. The current flow into the DC bus
can be controlled with the help of DC/DC converters. The power split ratio between
the battery and the fuel cell is obtained by sending the fuel cell net current required
to the DC/DC converter. In [BMFF07], a supervisory controller is considered along
with a combined power management and design optimization for a fuel cell hybrid
vehicle. This controller sends the current request to DC/DC converters. Here,
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the aim was to minimize the fuel consumption by maintaining the battery State of
Charge (SoC). by sending the appropriate current request command to the DC/DC
converter. The DC/DC converter, which plays a central role in power management,
has also been considered in [NGK10] with fuel cell hybrids. However, an integration
of three DC/DC converters for all three sources in a fuel cell-battery-supercapacitor
powertrain, with at least two bi-directional DC/DC converters, provides more de-
grees of freedom, as detailed in [AK12, CE12]. Power management with DC/DC
converter control can be realized with real hardware components, of which emulator
hardware [GBS+09] has been considered as a less expensive and more compact sub-
stitute for complex real hardware. The emulator test-rig developed and implemented
in [ÖWMS13] is capable of accurately replicating the vehicle dynamics and can also
be used for validating power flow algorithms. This was extended and modified to
emulate an entire hybrid powertrain in [MS14].

An important criteria in HEV design is to achieve an efficient conversion of energy
on the powertrain [BGT10], where the effectiveness of the results can be checked
with standard drive cycles. In order to achieve this purpose, in [BGT10], the need
to design a suitable controller and control strategies is emphasized. Therefore, the
control strategies can satisfy a number of goals, such as maximum fuel economy, good
driving performance, etc. Amongst these power management control strategies, the
effectiveness of rule-based power management in real-time supervisory control has
been stated in [Sal07]. According to [Sal07], under rule-based power management,
deterministic rule-based power management, as an easy to realize method, relies on
heuristics to design rules that are generally implemented via look-up tables. An
adaptive rule-based power management for optimization of both energy use and
emissions is also mentioned. In the case of hybrid vehicles, which involve multi-
variables and/or multi-objectives, rules that cover all important trade-offs among
different optimization objectives are difficult to design, and therefore, in [LFL+04],
dynamic programming (DP) is used to understand the deficiency of rules and to
serve as a reference to construct improved rules in terms of a fuel economy-emissions
optimization problem. In [MPP13], a two-mode, low and high level controller design
is considered, which is subjected to an offline control variables’ optimization in terms
of fuel consumption minimization. Similarly, in [TGGL14], a rule-based energy
management controller was developed that includes off-line calculation relative to
the optimization problem. State-of-charge was the key variable that determined the
selection between modes. Some of the earliest works in rule-based control include
[JKS97], where optimal energy management deals with power split in series hybrid
electric vehicles. A sub-categorization of rule-based control is considered in [BGT10].

Apart from online rule-based power management techniques, various offline opti-
mization algorithms are also available, such as DP [BGR00, BLGP09, PBMG06] and
GA [PIGV01, JDW09]. These methods are capable of producing globally-optimal
solutions, and some more sophisticated ones, such as the Non-dominated Sorting
Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA II) [DPAM02], are also capable of tackling multiple
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and conflicting objectives, such as the problem of fuel consumption and emissions
minimization in [ZCMM09], fuel consumption and component sizing in [BLM+10]
and fuel cost and battery health degradation minimization in [BMFF11]. The other
category of power management optimization techniques includes those that can be
implemented in real-time, such as [PRS05], where along with a real-time controller,
two optimization goals of fuel consumption and battery SoC deviation minimiza-
tion were considered. Model predictive control (MPC) has also been widely used
for real-time control. For instance, in [KMS09], a non-linear MPC was considered
to carry out the task of fuel efficiency maximization with battery SoC, vehicle rela-
tive position and performance as constraints. Equivalent consumption minimization
strategies (ECMS) [PDG+02, GS07], on the other hand, are instantaneous power
management strategies that can be implemented online, offline, as well as in real
time. A detailed classification of power management optimization methods has
been given in [KS14]. An interesting procedure to evaluate the performance of on-
line power management strategies in terms of fuel consumption and computational
cost was carried out in [SSD+14]. Here, nine participating teams were provided with
a hybrid vehicle model. Each of the power management solutions presented by par-
ticipants were tested for two realistic driving cycles not known to the participants.
The comparison results were obtained for rule-based vs. ECMS. The best solution
obtained was compared with global, offline optimization.

The non-optimality resulting from conventional rule-based power management with
respect to off-line techniques [KS14] leads to the consideration of improvement meth-
ods in [MF08]. Here, a parameter optimization using genetic algorithms (GA) was
considered to determine the optimal control variables for fixed parameters. Using
this as the baseline, an equivalent consumption management strategy (ECMS) to
dynamically control the controller parameters and a route-based strategy to dynam-
ically control the parameters for current and predicted future routes were developed.
The combination of rule-based control strategies with optimal power management
strategies has also been considered in [SRA11]. Here, the performance of the rule-
based strategy was assessed by comparing with GA, and the suitability of using GA
was established by comparing with dynamic programming (DP). Additionally, power
delivered by primary source and SoC deviation are defined as functions of traction
power. These functional dependencies were integrated as look-up tables (LUTs) for
an online implementation. The values in the LUT were defined by optimizing in
terms of fuel efficiency. Battery SoC was taken as the state variable. Similarly,
rule-based strategies were also considered in combination with ECMS, where op-
timization is carried out offline with DP in [HS07] and with more sophisticated
multi-objective techniques, such as NSGA II in [BLM+10].

Optimization in HEVs often involves multi-objectives [LFL+04], and for a multi-
objective optimization problem where the objectives are conflicting, multi-objective
genetic algorithms are considered suitable [BLM+10], as they search for a Pareto
optimal set. In [BLM+10], the two conflicting objectives of fuel consumption min-
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imization and sizing were considered. When the configuration was evaluated, the
parameters of the control strategy were optimized, whereas while evaluating the
control strategy, it was manually tuned for minimum fuel consumption for one com-
bination of drivetrain components. In [PDRL07], on the other hand, the best hybrid
vehicle configuration and control strategy to reduce fuel consumption were identified
at first. The control strategy was comprised of a set of rules based on both required
power and battery and supercapacitor SoCs. Optimization goals included finding
parameters that minimized fuel consumption and sustained battery SoC at the same
time. The optimization results gave rise to a group of design parameters, indicating
a compromise between fuel consumption and battery SoC.

Hybrid vehicles are often equipped with batteries as secondary storage elements.
The battery aging process and its integration as a power management objective has
already been discussed in [BMS15]. The following material and text is based on
[BMS15]. In [SOS+11], an optimal control problem is formulated to minimize fuel
consumption, as well as battery aging. With regards to battery lifetime, State of
Health (SoH) estimation, commonly related to the battery capacity fade [EBV14],
is important. The maximum peak of the battery current is one of the factors influ-
encing SoH and has to be limited. The number of battery recharge cycles during
an interval have to be decreased as detailed in [HS06], but as mentioned in [HS06],
this leads to more power generation from the primary source and, simultaneously,
to higher fuel consumption. Thus, an inclusion of a second objective function as an
optimization goal is necessary for extending the system’s longevity without disre-
garding functionality. The two goals, fuel efficiency and battery aging, are conflicting
objectives, as stated in [BMFF11]. Here, the requirement of high SoC for the min-
imization of total energy cost and the requirement of limited charging/discharging
of the battery are the two conflicting objectives. In [BMFF11], two such conflicting
objectives are evaluated for a plug-in hybrid electric vehicle charge pattern opti-
mization. The optimal parameters corresponding to the objectives can be generated
by optimization algorithms suitable for dealing with more than one objective.

In [BMFF11], these objectives are traded off using NSGA II. Here, the time, the
maximum amount and the rate at which the HEV charges before each trip are taken
as optimization variables. The consideration of both SoC and SoH is considered in
[RBBP11], where, to carry out the task of optimal power management, a supervisor
is presented. In [WY06a, WY06b], a genetic algorithm (GA) was used to fine-tune
the parameters of a fuzzy logic controller. Three aspects of battery management
were considered: minimization of resistive losses, yet supplying peak power demands,
balanced battery energy in the entire duty cycle and controlling of the depth of
charge/discharge for preserving the battery life.

In the field of hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), power management and optimization
strategies are not just restricted to those cases where the entire driving pattern is
considered. In [PIGV01, BGR00, LJPML04], for example, the optimal division of
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output torque is based on a specific driving pattern, and in [PL00], DP is considered
for the optimization of several respective driving patterns. On the other hand, in
[IYD+04], a prediction of the future driving pattern is considered based on past
data. Use of human-in-the-loop in order to analyze driver requirements and the
corresponding dynamic response of the vehicle is also not uncommon [VIPn+09].
In [HS06], a fuzzy rule-based control was considered along with the prediction of
the future path of the vehicle. Use of GPS for the knowledge of obstacles to come
and the assumption of drive cycle being provided as a reference were one of the
key aspects here. Apart from GPS, track-based prediction [CB11] and dynamic
recurrent neural networks (DRNN) [MSS12] have also been applied. Without the
information available from telemetry, prediction strategies based on neural networks
and stochastic Markov chain have been considered in [SHMS15] within an MPC
framework. Past trajectories have been used for prediction, as considered in [MS12,
MSS12, SWS+13]. Here, a prediction algorithm considers certain features of the
past trajectory measured over predefined time horizons. The adaption of horizon
length (the number of past measurements) depending on the prediction performance
is a key aspect here. The task of control optimization in [MS12] is carried out using
MPC, and the results are compared to globally-optimal solutions determined by
dynamic programming. In [Mur08], an intelligent control, both with and without
knowledge of the unknown, is considered; whereas in [WL11], control based on both
the driving cycle, as well as driving style is elaborated. Within driving cycle-based
control, methods to recognize present and to predict future driving conditions are
detailed followed by methods for data analyses. In [PCM10], an intelligent strategy
based on the prediction of both the driving environment, as well as driving trends
is considered. It consists of three major neural network systems: the first one for
predicting road type and traffic congestion; the second one for predicting driving
trend; the third one as a suite of intelligent networks, trained for all roadway types.
In driving style-based control, methods to recognize drivers’ driving styles, such as
mild driving style, normal driving style, aggressive driving style, etc., are mentioned.
The use of a driving simulator as an experimental platform is stated. In [WMS15],
a driving simulator has been used for improving driving efficiency and safety.

2.2 Rule-based power management and optimization

According to [MF08], the available power management optimization strategies can
be categorized into three broad classes, namely global, static real time and dynamic
real time. The rule-based control strategy is a basic control strategy that involves
several modes of operation [MF08]. As detailed in [MF08], four operation modes are
considered, namely motor and engine-only modes, hybrid braking mode and hybrid
propelling mode. In these modes, an average constant charge is maintained in the
storage component. Hence, SoC of the storage component is a constraint or deter-
mining factor for the switching between modes. Another factor is the desired torque.
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Three methods to improve rule-based control are discussed. The goal to be achieved
is to optimize the vehicle’s efficiency. In the first method, the modes are individually
optimized on the basis of three criteria: optimal internal combustion engine (ICE)
operation point, when to switch to electric-only mode and SoC maintenance, done
by modifying/adding rules based on the three criteria. However, in [MF08], this
is considered as not a very effective optimization method. The next optimization
method for rule-based strategies is discussed: parameter optimization using genetic
algorithms is termed as a static method suitable for determining globally-optimal
values of a set of fixed parameters, such as upper and lower SoC bounds, etc. How-
ever, the inability of this optimization to dynamically control the parameters leads
to the consideration of a third improvement method in [MF08], namely ECMS.
Here, the storage efficiency or fuel to electric energy and the electric to motor effi-
ciencies are determined in order to calculate the future savings in terms of the ‘cost’
of energy. An important advantage of combining with the ECMS approach is its
real-time applicability in combination with prediction algorithms [GS07]. Finally,
a real-time route-based optimization strategy is developed, capable of dynamically
controlling the upper and lower bounds of SoC and the desired torque from the pri-
mary source based on pre-calculated optimal set points for the present and future.
In [TGGL14], the controller not only has to assure the vehicles’s power require-
ments, but also to minimize the energy consumption while maximizing the vehicle’s
autonomy. Here, offline calculation of optimal parameters for a rule-based controller
is considered. Three machines, namely an electric motor, a generator and a battery,
are considered, and modes are defined for a control strategy that will be able to
manage the three different machines involved. Each mode has its own optimization
problem definition, and the corresponding parameters can be offline optimized. This
is detailed in Figure 1. Mode 1 is a full-electric mode, where the torque provided
by the motor comes from the battery, and therefore, there are no degrees of free-
dom. Mode 2 is also an electric mode, but here, the generator assists the motor to
propel the vehicle. This mode has one degree of freedom, and hence, the optimiza-
tion problem concerns the efficiency maximization of both machines. Mode 3 is a
range-extended mode, and here, both the engine and generator are used to produce
power. The related optimization problem has two objectives: first, maximal pro-
duction of electric energy by the generator and, second, minimal fuel consumption.
Mode 4 is the power split mode, where all three machines are connected. As it is a
combination of Modes 2 and 3, the optimal values calculated in the modes before
can be used. The function of the controller is to select the most appropriate mode.
The task of selecting modes is divided into first and second decision layers. In the
first decision layer, SoC is the determining variable that decides whether to avoid
battery use completely (safety reasons) or to switch between Modes 1, 2 (charge
depleting) and 3, 4 (charge sustaining). The selection between Modes 1, 2, 3 and
4 is carried out in the second decision layer that incorporates the offline optimized
values of the parameters, calculated for each mode. In [BLM+10], the rule-based
controller is based on five operating modes. The driver torque request, speed of the
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crankshaft and SoC determine which mode is active. The optimization problem is
divided into two sub-problems: optimization of the control strategy with the ob-
jective being fuel consumption minimization and optimization of component sizing.
According to [BLM+10], only with the help of an appropriate control strategy, the
fuel economy can be improved. This control strategy has to be adapted when the
drivetrain configuration is evaluated. The evaluation of the configuration is done
based on the hybridization factor (HF), which, in turn, affects the fuel economy
and dynamic performance of the vehicle. This inter-dependence between goals is
formulated in [BLM+10] as a multi-objective optimization problem. The solution
is obtained in two steps: first, the optimization of the control strategy is carried
out for different HF with fuel consumption minimization as the objective, leading
to a set of parameters that are suitable for different HF; second, all of the following
optimizations are carried out with a combined measure for fuel efficiency. In the
optimization results, three kinds of solutions are marked: a good compromise of fuel
consumption and performance, a bad compromise where the hybridization factor
and fuel consumption are slightly lower, but with an increased acceleration time,
and the best fuel consumption region, but with the worst acceleration.
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2.3 Power management optimization with battery lifetime

management

This section discusses topics that have already been elaborated in [BMS15] and re-
peats the material. In terms of power management and optimization, fuel consump-
tion minimization is the commonly known and accepted design goal. Rule-based
power management often takes the battery SoC into account while designing the
rules. In [Con06], based on battery SoC and SoH, as well as other relevant param-
eters, the battery management system is able to deduce the electrical management.
The results are communicated via controller area network (CAN bus) to the ve-
hicle power management, which determines the power split between components
while keeping the currents and voltages within the limits to safeguard the battery.
According to [Con06, KR99], overcharging, over-discharging, mechanical stress and
high temperature are some of the factors that lead to safety issues. The consid-
eration of both SoC and SoH is also considered in [RBBP11]. The battery aging
and degradation is limited by using SoC and SoH as constraints. The proposed
supervisor consists of forecasting, predictive optimization and the local command
stage. The forecast of inputs is sent from the forecasting stage to the optimization
stage, which gives current commands to the DC/DC converter connected to the
batteries at the local command stage. The physical parameters interacting at the
local command stage are battery current and battery SoC and SoH. The battery
model considered estimates SoC, taking into account charge variation as a function
of current and temperature, SoH as a representation of capacity losses according to
the battery depth of discharge and voltage as a function of SoC. The power man-
agement and optimization developed in [RBBP11] considers battery aging in the
optimization process for a grid-connected PV system with batteries. The results
show the reduction in grid power fluctuations, so that it is balanced to the power
exchanged with the batteries.

At first, a non-optimal rule-based algorithm was developed taking into account the
above-mentioned constraints. According to [RBBP11], the results obtained can be
used as a reference for dynamic programming (DP). In [LSWZ11], a fuzzy logic
management system was tested in a real-time test-bench. A new quantity, called
the battery working state (BWS), based on both battery terminal voltage and SoC,
was used to make a decision on the power split. The control strategies were classified
into rule-based and optimization-based. The advantages and disadvantages of both
were stated, and the need to optimize rule-based strategies was emphasized. In
[BMFF11], the conflicting objectives of fuel efficiency and battery aging are solved
using a multi-objective solver, as shown in Figure 2. During charging, constant
current and constant voltage cycles are applied on the battery model based on the
optimized variables: time, maximum amount and the rate at which the HEV charges
before each trip. During discharging, first, the drive cycle is given as the input to
the vehicle model with available battery charge. Next, the current absorbed by
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Figure 2.2: Optimization of battery charge patterns (according to [BMFF11])
[MS15b]

the powertrain during the trip is recorded and sent to the electrochemical battery
model. According to [BMFF11], this can help in evaluating the battery degradation
while driving. During standstill conditions, battery degradation is calculated from
the battery model alone. The two objectives are calculated at the end of the drive
cycle and sent back to the optimizer, as shown in Figure 2.2.

2.4 Power management optimization with unknown veloc-

ity input

Apart from battery lifetime management, another issue with hybrid vehicles is the
real-time applicability of power management optimization strategies. Under real
driving conditions, no pre-defined drive cycle is followed, and optimal future driving
behavior needs to be predicted. In [HS06], both predictive and protective algo-
rithms are considered, where in the first part, the energy management based on the
predicted future has fuel economy, performance and emission minimization as ob-
jectives; and in the second part, the modified energy management has battery SoH
improvement as an additional objective. The controller based on fuzzy rules has two
inputs, that is the differences between future and present speeds and positions. It
has one output that manipulates the charge and discharge of the battery. Here, GPS
has been used to acquire knowledge of the obstacles in the future, but in the absence
of GPS, use of human-in-the-loop to analyze driver requirements and corresponding
dynamic responses of the vehicle is also not uncommon [VIPn+09]. In [VIPn+09], a
hardware test-bench used for HiL simulations of HEV powertrain was coupled with
an advanced virtual driving simulator. First, a forward facing model was selected.
This kind of model requires controllers and a driver who can either track a given
drive cycle or drive over a virtual scenario. The aim of using this model is to cal-
culate vehicle speed and dynamic variables, such as forces in a forward direction
along the powertrain. A real driver is asked to drive over a virtual scenario of 3
km, and some dynamic variables were saved in order to analyze and re-design the
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powertrain control system later. Next, the backward facing model is tested. Here,
the driving cycle information is also integrated, while the driver is driving over the
same virtual scenario. Driving over the same driving scenario can be compared to a
real case of a vehicle driven over the same commuting route every day, as given in
[IYD+04]. According to [IYD+04], the future driving pattern can then be predicted
based on past databases and a pattern matching system, where the database is used
for storing past data and the pattern matching system for comparing current and
past driving patterns and predicting the most likely future driving pattern. Since
the driving patterns over a specific route are not unique, in [IYD+04], with the help
of a clustering method, dividing driving patterns into certain classes is considered.
Clustering is also considered in [WL11], where the task of collecting historical and
current driving cycle data in order to analyze the previous driving pattern and to
predict future driving conditions is elaborated. The importance of selecting a suit-
able length of time window is also stated. The methods for data analysis are detailed
in [WL11]. In [LJPML04], an adaptive power management based on driving pat-
tern recognition is presented. The driving pattern recognition algorithm classifies
the given representative drive cycles (RDPs) based on low, medium and high power
demands and creates driving patterns satisfying the characteristic parameters ob-
tained from the driver velocity. The procedure followed is capable of executing an
optimal online power management, along with driver velocity classification and pre-
diction without using complicated algorithms stated in [WL11]. Here, two separate
offline processes are considered: first is the RDP, where representative drive cycles
are used to create six driving patterns satisfying certain criteria. These patterns
are classified according to power demand and stored in a look-up table for online
implementation; second is the driving pattern recognition (DPR), where the same
six representative drive cycles are analyzed for determining the optimal power split
that minimizes fuel consumption. Based on this, six control rules are formulated for
a sub-optimal rule-based controller. This controller can now be implemented online.
In the online process, the driver velocity is saved as historical data, and prediction is
based on the assumption that the driving condition within a finite history will con-
tinue in the near future. The data in the most recent time frame from the historical
data buffer can be used for characteristic parameter extraction. The classification
of the driver velocity into six patterns is carried out based on the look-up table
values from the first offline process (RDP). The corresponding control rule can also
be determined based on the data from the second offline process (DPR). As shown
in Figure 2.3, vehicle input signals are measured and control actions generated with
sampling time “T”. The duration of historical data sent from the buffer to the DPR
process is “pT”; the duration of the RDP process is “fT”; and the duration of the
control horizon is “NT”.
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Figure 2.3: Driving pattern recognition and control (according to [LJPML04])
[MS15b]

2.5 Need for a Generalized Optimal Rule-Based Control

From the review of the published results, it can be stated that rule-based power man-
agement strategies are implementable in online, real-time control of hybrid electric
vehicles. Their shortcomings in terms of non-optimality can be rectified by com-
bining with global optimization methods, such as DP, GA, etc., to optimize various
objectives, such as fuel consumption, etc. Rule-based strategies can also be com-
bined with prediction algorithms and real-time control methods, such as ECMS,
to provide route-based optimal control. Rule-based strategies often have rules for-
mulated based on battery state-of-charge values, but since the rules are based on
heuristics, they can also be modified to include state-of-health aspects with respect
to the control of the aging of batteries. Maximum battery current being one of the
factors affecting the state of health can lead to the development of a power manage-
ment controller that can set limits to the rate of current increase, thereby minimizing
the aging effects. The possibilities of individually optimizing the power management
rules offline have already been considered in the literature. The results from opti-
mization, stored in look-up tables, can be used to tune controller parameters online.
Thus, depending on the particular optimization objective considered—minimization
of fuel consumption, finding optimal current limits to minimize battery aging, or re-
ducing the state-of-charge deviation, or a combination of these objectives—a suitable
optimization can be carried out. Offline optimization with respect to these objec-
tives makes the use of multi-objective optimization techniques plausible. Due to
the flexibility of this rule-based controller, its application to a multi-source hybrid
powertrain can be considered. For this, rules can be modified to include state-of-
charge values of all of the storage components present. According to the literature,
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amongst multi-source hybrids, the use of a battery-supercapacitor combination can
prove particularly beneficial. The main purpose of this literature research was to
evaluate the potentials and application prospects of rule-based power management
and to lay the foundations for the development of an appropriate optimal power
management controller that takes into account multiple optimization objectives, in
the presence of multiple sources.

2.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, an elaborate view of rule-based power management, its alternatives,
optimization potentials and applications are given. First, an overview of HEVs and
the advantages of selecting a suitable combination of components is given, followed
by the details of optimizing rule-based power management. Then, optimization in
the presence of multiple, complex and conflicting goals is discussed. Finally, the
extent of rule-based power management in solving the issues of battery aging and
dealing with real driving scenarios is reported with the help of relevant literature.
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3 Hybrid vehicle: Components and configurations

Mathematical models of hybrid vehicle components are often required for detailed
analysis of powertrain performance and power management strategies. Simulation
of these models is the first step for realizing their behavior in experimental set-ups
and real-time systems. In this chapter, a three-source hybrid vehicle comprising
of a fuel cell, battery, and supercapacitor is considered. The different modeling
approaches are discussed along with topologies available followed by reasons for
choosing the considered configuration. Mathematical models of the considered pow-
ertrain are given, with complex dynamic models for battery, supercapacitor, and
DC/DC converter. Dynamic modeling is followed by plausibility assessment of com-
ponent dynamics. Finally, a simplified modeling approach is discussed, suitable for
use with the optimization toolbox. The comparison of results from complex and
simplified modeling approaches is also given. Parts from this section are based on
the text and material from [MS16b].

3.1 Types of modeling

In order to investigate the behavior of hybrid vehicles and evaluate the dynamic
response of the system to varying load profiles, building a mathematical model
is often considered as a pre-requisite. Modeling can be done based on a given
drive cycle where the vehicle energy losses and its performance can be calculated
backwards [GS07] or based on an unknown velocity pattern where forward modeling
becomes necessary. The individual components can also be modeled in two ways:
quasi-static and dynamic depending on the control objectives considered.

3.1.1 Forward-backward modeling

Backward modeling is an important method to calculate energy consumption, effi-
ciency, emissions, etc based on a pre-defined drive cycle. Simulating such models
require vehicle speed and acceleration values from drive cycle in order to calculate
the required torques and speeds backwards through the drive train [VIPn+09]. The
model may be based on static equations and efficiency maps of components as de-
tailed in [VIPn+09]. The drivability that is the ability of the system to follow a
particular drive cycle can be determined using a backward model. In [GS07], the
dynamics of the longitudinal motion of a general road vehicle are analyzed with the
help of a backward model where, vehicle energy losses and performance calculations
are elaborated. The drivability can be defined as the ability of the system to follow
the given drive cycle. It can be expressed in terms of power as follows

Drivability =

∫ tend

t0
|Pref − Pact|dt

∫ tend

t0
|Pref |dt

, (3.1)
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where Pref denotes the reference power or the power demand that the given drive
cycle requires and Pact represents the actual power available. This drivability term
is particularly useful in evaluating power management strategies. The error between
the power required by the backward modeled powertrain components and the actual
power available from the sources as defined by the power management can be kept
as low as possible. This error is termed as drivability error.

A forward model is one which calculates the available power from the sources de-
pending on the power demand. It is possible to combine a backward model with
a forward model in order to measure the drivability error or to model an entire
vehicle in a forward manner to investigate real time systems where the drive cycle
is not given. In [VIPn+09], a forward model is considered for cases where a driver
model or real driver is present. Here, differential equations of longitudinal and lat-
eral vehicle dynamics are solved using throttle, brake, and steering wheel positions
as inputs, and vehicle speed and position as outputs. The advantage of backward
modeling its lower computational time as compared to forward modeling where ap-
propriate vehicle component models are required resulting in longer simulation times
[GS07, VIPn+09].

3.1.2 Quasistatic-dynamic modeling

Depending on whether the HEV powertrain is forward or backward modeled, the
individual components have to be modeled accordingly. According to [GS07], the
quasi-static models which generally take speed, acceleration, and road angle as in-
puts can be useful in determining the fuel consumption. Together with a backward
modeling approach, the speed and acceleration that the vehicle is required to follow
can be calculated with the assumption that these values remain constant in a very
small interval of the given drive cycle time. A dynamic model on the other hand,
can be used to represent the dynamics of the mathematical model more correctly
and also be used in combination with forward simulation [GS07]. Here, the power-
train model is expressed with sets of ordinary differential equations in state-space
form. In [DCC+10], both quasi-static and dynamic models are considered where,
the reason for considering a dynamic model of battery is stated. Therefore, com-
ponents like batteries and supercapacitors where the state-of-charge is an unknown
result of power management and optimization algorithms need to be modeled dy-
namically. A fuel cell on the other hand can be modeled based on experimentally
determined parameters as detailed in [OIQ05]. Thus, instead of a complex dynamical
model as developed in [ÖWMS13], a quasi-static model can be used based on look-
up table values of experimentally determined parameters in [ÖWMS13], namely,
voltage-current and power-efficiency characteristics. A DC/DC converter which an
essential component in pure-electric powertrains can also be dynamically modeled
like the battery and supercapacitor. The main elements in DC/DC converters are
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inductances and capacitances. The switching between states to enable energy ex-
change between these elements make DC/DC converters highly dynamic systems.
The modeling of the entire powertrain in this work is a combination of forward-
backward simulation as shown in Figure 3.3, comprising of both dynamically and
quasi-statically modeled components. A suitable power management is designed for
the chosen configuration of fuel cell-battery-supercapacitor hybrid. The role of the
forward part is to calculate, based on the available power from the three sources,
and the desired power requirements from the power management, the total available
power. The backward part on the other hand, calculates the power demand based
on the pre-defined drive cycle. If the drive cycle is unknown, then this part must
also be forward modeled. The battery, supercapacitor, and DC/DC converters are
modeled dynamically whereas the fuel cell along with the backward part is mod-
eled quasi-statically. A simplified version of the model which will be described in
the later sections can also be developed. The DC/DC converters in this simplified
model can be modeled quasi-statically along with fuel cell and the backward part in
order to reduce the computational time. This is particularly suitable for use with
the optimization toolbox.

3.2 Possible topologies and considered configuration

Among the commonly known topologies in HEV powertrains, a brief overview on
topologies with ICE-based and fuel cell-based powertrains is given in [ERWL05]. In
series topology, there is no mechanical connection between the source and wheels
whereas in parallel topology, the sources are mechanically connected to the transmis-
sion. The series-parallel topology is a combination of both series and parallel topolo-
gies. The series, parallel, and series-parallel topologies are shown in Figure 3.1. The
advantages and disadvantages of each of these topologies is given in [BGT10]. How-
ever, in case of an electrical powertrain, there is no mechanical link and therefore no
mechanical transmission system is required. The HEV powertrain considered in this
work is an all-electric powertrain and employs DC/DC converters for controlling the
power distribution. Apart from DC/DC converters, the configuration also comprises
of fuel cell as primary energy source and a battery-supercapacitor combination as
storage unit. In order to overcome the problems faced by batteries, the concept of
hybrid storage systems (HESS) previously proposed in [LCB+08, LWR+06, BE04],
and later elaborated in [CE12] has been introduced. The idea is to combine bat-
teries and supercapacitors to improve overall performance. This is possible due
to the higher power density of supercapacitors and better energy density of bat-
teries. Thus, the supercapacitor acts as a support to the batteries and is much
more robust in handling surge current. The advantages of HESS is mentioned in
[KL10, AK12, CE12]. The topologies resulting from hybridization of the storage
unit are classified as passive, semi-active, and active hybrids [AK12] as shown in
Figure 3.2. This classification is based on the presence/absence/position of DC/DC
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converters. Of the three topologies, the parallel active topology is considered as the
best option in [AK12], and has therefore been chosen in this work. The considered
HEV powertrain consists of three sources namely, fuel cell, battery, and supercapac-
itor, each accompanied by a DC/DC converter. This part is modeled in a forward
manner. The vehicle together with motor and AC/DC converter is modeled in a
backward manner. The NEDC drive cycle is given as input. The link between the
forward and backward parts is the power management controller. This controller
checks the power demand and requests the power from sources by sending control
signals to DC/DC converters. The considered configuration is shown in Figure 3.3.
The control output from the supervisory controller can be fed to the backward part
with the help of a driver model which can be a simple PI-controller [EHr00] or an
imitation of a real human driver [VIPn+09]. As a first step, the driver model is not
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Figure 3.3: Chosen configuration for HEV

considered, but the difference between the power demand from the backward part
and the power available from the forward part is compared to analyze the working
of the supervisory controller. According to [GS07], the electrical coupling of quasi-
static backward part and the dynamic forward part by a common bus is possible.
The bus power in that case will simply be the sum of all three output power from
the three DC/DC converters such that the required or demanded power is always
satisfied.

3.3 Modeling and plausibility assessment of components

In this section, the powertrain models of vehicle, motor, AC/DC converter, fuel cell,
battery, supercapacitor, and DC/DC converter will be briefly discussed followed by
the verification of their dynamic behavior based on literature. Details of model-
ing and verification are given in [Rau15]. The backward modeling of components
is quasi-static and their detailed dynamics will not be discussed. Since SoC is a
key dynamic state, so both battery and supercapacitor are forward modeled. In
this work, specific modeling approaches are chosen from literature where the models
have been experimentally validated. Since the focus is on power management opti-
mization so a detailed analysis of different experiment-based modeling approaches is
not considered. However, the correctness of these easy-to-realize models is verified
by comparing dynamic behaviors of real components as reported in literature.

3.3.1 Drive cycles

Drive cycles are usually represented in the form of velocity time profiles and can be
considered as inputs to backward-facing models. The use of such pre-defined drive
cycles is useful in designing power management strategies. The velocity-time profile
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Figure 3.4: New European Drive Cycle (NEDC)

can be used to deduce expression for torque in mechanical powertrains [KVNS00]
or current in electrical powertrains. The drive cycle chosen in this work is the
New European Drive Cycle (NEDC) which is a combination of Urban Drive cycle
(UDC/ECE 15) and Extra Urban Drive cycle (EUDC) as shown in Figure 3.4.
The simulation results are based on the drive cycle chosen but power management
strategies designed based on one particular drive cycle can be adapted to other drive
cycles.

3.3.2 Backward/quasi-static models

The vehicle model takes drive cycle as input and generates a load profile as the
output. The amount of energy required by the vehicle which is following a pre-
defined drive cycle can be represented as the sum of the force required to accelerate
the vehicle and the losses incurred due to the external forces acting on the vehicle
as given in [GS07].From the equations of longitudinal dynamics of a road vehicle
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namely [GS07]

mv
dv

dt
= Ft(t)− (Fa(t) + Fr(t) + Fg(t) + Fd(t)), (3.2)

the vehicle speed v can be calculated as a function of the traction force Ft. Here,
the aerodynamic friction is represented by Fa(t), the rolling friction be Fr(t), gravi-
tational force by Fg(t), and disturbance force by Fd(t). Therefore, the required force
is the traction force (generated by the power sources in the vehicle) minus the losses.

Electric motors have the capability to act in motor mode when power is required to
propel the vehicle and to act in generator mode when the vehicle is in braking mode
(regeneration). With the help of power electronic devices, it is possible to operate
AC motors supplied with DC current or vice versa. In [ÖWMS13], a four-quadrant
drive motor controller is is used in order to recuperate braking energy back to the
supply source. This converts the supplied DC current to three-phase AC to drive
the load motor. The load motor used in the test-rig developed in [ÖWMS13] is a
synchronous three-phase motor whereas the drive motor is a brushless DC motor.
Here, the load motor is supplied from the grid and can recuperate power back to
the grid. The drive motor is capable of realizing any pre-defined drive cycle and
the load motor can apply the calculated load based on the vehicle model on the
drive motor. In this work, the motor is modeled according to [GS07, HEMF10].
The detailed dynamics described in [GS07] is repeated and discussed in brief in the
following text.

Induction AC motor generally have 3-phase stator windings, fed by an AC source
and 3-phase rotor windings with no external connections. Brushless DC motors,
which have been considered in this work, also have their stator windings supplied by
3-phase AC voltage as induction motors. In order to simplify the analysis of 3-phase
circuits, direct-quadrature (d-q) analysis is carried out. Here, 3-phase systems are
modeled using 2-phase reference and in each reference frame, electrical quantities
are described by their d-q component. Considering a synchronous reference frame,
the components can be treated as DC quantities. The motor input power is given
by

PMotor = Ptransmission + Plosses. (3.3)

where, Ptransmission or P2 is the input from the vehicle model and is known; Plosses

is calculated with the help of inputs: torque T and angular speed ω. The power
Ptransmission is given by P1 = U1 · I1 is the output power at the DC link. It is
considered as positive when power is absorbed by the machine acting as motor and
negative when power is delivered as generator. Since the brushless DC motor does
not have internal commutation, it needs an inverter to convert the DC voltage U1

to 3-phase AC as shown in Figure 3.5. For this purpose, an inverter is needed. The
relationship between P1 and P2 can be calculated by stationary maps where efficiency
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η is a function of T and ω [GS07]. The dependency between armature current and
voltage, and input current and voltage is determined by motor controller. DC/DC
converters apply a switching control mechanism and chop the supply DC voltage
into segments. The average value of the voltage is determined by the duty cycle.

According to [GS07], torque generated at the rotor shaft is given by

Tm(t) =
3

2
· pol · ϕMotor(t) · Iq(t), (3.4)

and,

d

dt
ω2(t) =

Tm(t)− T2(t)

ΘMotor

, (3.5)

where pol is the number of pole pairs and ϕMotor is the mutual flux linkage, Iq is
the q axis component for stator current, T2 is the load torque, and ΘMotor is the
moment of inertia. Since a quasi-static model is considered, therefore,

d

dt
ω2(t) = 0 (3.6)

According to [GS07], from Figure 3.6 the kirschhoff’s voltage law, as applied to the
stator (d-q axes) yields,

Uq = RsM · Iq + LsM · d

dt
Iq + pol · ω2 · ϕMotor + LsM · pol · ω2 · Id, (3.7)

Ud = RsM · Id + LsM · d

dt
Id − LsM · pol · ω2 · Iq, (3.8)
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where, LsM and RsM are inductance and resistance of the stator, Ud, Uq and Id, Iq are
the d-q axes components for stator voltage and current. The relationship between
T2 and ω2 as derived from equations 3.4-3.8 is given by

T2 =
3

2
· pol ·ϕMotor ·

RsM · Uq − pol · ω2 ·RsM · ϕMotor − pol · ω2 · Ls · Ud

R2
s ·+pole2 · ω2

2 · L2
s

. (3.9)

Considering L2
s to be negligible, T2 can be represented as an affine function of ω2 as

explained in [GS07]. Thus, the expression for Uq is given by

Uq =
2 ·RsM · T2

3 · pol · ϕMotor

+
2 · L2

s · pol · ω2 · T2

3 · RsM · ϕMotor

+ pol · ω2 · ϕMotor. (3.10)

The generation and waveform of stator phase voltages is determined by the sequence
of switch operation of the inverter connected to the motor. The power balance at
the two sides of the inverter is given as [GS07]

P1 =
3

2
· (Uq · Iq + Ud · Id) + Plosses (3.11)

where Plosses is calculated in [GS07] as

Plosses =
2

3

T 2
2

ϕ2
Motor

·
(
RsM

pol2
+

L2
sM · ω2

2

RsM

)

+ Pinverterloss. (3.12)

In order to calculate the inverter losses, phase voltage (Ueff or Û) and current (Ieff )
are calculated as

Ieff =
PMotor

Ueff ·
√
3 · cosϕ

=
PMotor ·

√
2

Û ·
√
3 · cosϕ

, (3.13)

where cosϕ is the power factor.

The inverter circuit mainly consists of IGBTs and diodes. It is an important task
of the inverter to ensure both motor and generator operations of the brushless DC
motor. The chosen approach in this work as according to [HEMF10], is to calculate
the switching and conduction losses of the inverter. The 3-phase motor current is
reduced to a single phase. Again, considering a quasi-static modeling approach, the
switching losses can be calculated as [HEMF10]

PSW =
fSW · ESW · Î · UBus

π · Î0 · U0

, (3.14)

where the switching losses ESW lie in the operating point U0, I0 and are proportional
to the switching frequency fSW , bus voltage UBus, and switching current Î0. the
calculation of conduction losses (at the diodes and IGBTs) is as follows

PDC−IGBT = VCE0·Î ·
(

1

2π
+

mACDC · cosϕ
8

)

+rI ·Î2·
(
1

8
+

mACDC · cosϕ
3π

)

, (3.15)
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PDC−D = VF0 · Î ·
(

1

2π
+

mACDC · cosϕ
8

)

+rD · Î2 ·
(
1

8
− mACDC · cosϕ

3π

)

, (3.16)

with

mACDC =
Û

UBus

, Î =

√
2

3
· Ieff , (3.17)

where Û and Î are the peak values of motor voltage and current and mACDC gives
the relation between motor peak voltage and bus voltage. The voltage and resistance
VCE0 and rI for the IGBTs and VF0 and rD for the diodes are responsible for the
conduction losses. The parameters chosen in this work are according to [HEMF10].
The total inverter loss is given by

Pinverterloss = 6 · [PSW + PDC−IGBT + PDC−D] , (3.18)

The power at the bus can now be calculated as

Pbus = PMotor + Pinverterloss , (3.19)

The load profile corresponding to the velocity-time profile of the input drive cycle
is calculated as shown in Figure 3.7. This load profile corresponds to the bus power
Pbus. This variation of power with time is termed as power demand in this work.

3.3.3 Fuel cell

Fuel cells are electrochemical devices that convert chemical energy to electrical en-
ergy. Unlike internal combustion engines, they deliver pure electrical energy. Fuel
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cells are more efficient as compared to internal combustion engines [OAK97]. A
detailed model of a PEM fuel cell has been considered in [ÖWMS13]. The model
used in [ÖWMS13] has also been validated with hardware. Therefore, based on the
results obtained in [ÖWMS13], a fuel cell model based on look-up tables (LUTs) has
been considered in this work. The used LUTs represent the fuel cell voltage-current
and efficiency-power relations are are shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.9 respectively.
According to [GS07, ÖWMS13], the behavior of a single cell is given in terms of cell
voltage Ufc and current density ifc, defined as follows

ifc =
Ifc

Afc

, (3.20)

where Afc represents total cell area of the fuel cell. The stack voltage is given by

U = Ufc ·N, (3.21)

where Ufc represents the cell voltage and N the number of number of single cells
in series. The maximum value of Ufc is considered in [ÖWMS13] to be 1.299 volts.
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The output power of the fuel cell is given by

Pfc = Ufc · Ifc · µfc. (3.22)

The efficiency can be determined based on the LUT as shown in Figure 3.9.

Fuel cells are clean and environmental friendly power sources but the long time
constant limits their performance in HEVs [KL10]. According to [KL10], the effi-
ciency and range of HEVs depend on the capability of the energy storage unit. A
possible option is to combine a fuel cell with battery, but due to the disadvantages
posed by batteries, supercapacitors can be used as an option [PDRL07]. According
to [PDRL07], the simultaneous use of batteries and supercapacitors can lead to a
promising solution. Therefore both batteries and supercapacitors are considered in
this work in addition to fuel cells. Their mathematical models are presented in the
next sections.

3.3.4 Battery

Batteries are electrochemical storage components where energy which is chemically
bounded is converted to electrical energy just like the fuel cells; in batteries the pro-
cess is reversible. Chemical energy is converted to electrical energy and vice-versa.
According to [GS07], a battery can be modeled as a large capacitor. The chemical
processes in electrolyte can be represented by an internal resistance. According to
[HXGL12], to ensure safe and reliable battery operation battery management (or
power management systems) are important. For this purpose, monitoring of tem-
perature, voltages, currents are required and an estimation of states like SoC is
needed. Commonly used models are electrochemical models and equivalent circuit
models. A comparison and evaluation of seven battery models have been presented
in [HXGL12]. As electrochemical models are complex and deal with a large num-
ber of unknown parameters, only equivalent circuit models are considered in this
contribution. As detailed in [HXGL12], some of the equivalent circuit models are
Thevenin, Rint, and DP models. The disadvantage is that the relation between
internal resistance and current is not considered. In reality, internal resistance is
related to non-linear processes for which electrochemical models are required [GS07].
In [?], the non-linearity of battery resistance is investigated and the dependency of
impedance on factors such as SoC is studied. According to [GS07], an alternative so-
lution is to develop black box models using experimental data derived from constant
current discharge tests. Fitting techniques can then be used to obtain input-output
relations. Developing accurate methods to estimate states like SoC is a challenge. A
comparison of different approaches to estimate battery states is given in [HXGL12].
The approach called ’Coulomb counting’ is briefly described in [GS07] along with
quasi-static and dynamic modeling of batteries. The quasi-static model is based on
Rint model and dynamic model based on Thevenin model.
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In this work, a Li-ion battery is chosen and the battery is modeled using a dynamic
modeling approach according to [KDN+07, CRM06]. With the help of dynamic
models, the transient behavior of the battery can be described [GS07]. Inductive
and capacitive effects are taken into account and model-based determination of SoC
is possible [GS07]. The circuit diagram is shown in Figure 3.10. In one circuit,
the overall capacity of the battery is represented, while in the other, the internal
resistance and other dynamic effects. The SoC of the battery is determined from
the total capacity Ccap and the battery current Ibat. The voltage source linking the
two circuits, represents the non-linear relation between battery state of charge and
open circuit voltage Uoc. This non linear relation between SoC and Uoc using 33
cells, can be represented by a LUT as shown in Figure 3.12.

From the equations of voltages as derived from the second loop in the circuit as
shown in Figure 3.10, namely,

Us = −Rs · Ibat, (3.23)

U̇ts = − Uts

Rts · Cts

− Ibat

Cts

, (3.24)

U̇tl = − Utl

Rtl · Ctl

− Ibat

Ctl

, (3.25)
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the following state space model can be generated according to [KDN+07, CRM06]

ẋ =





0 0 0
0 −(RtsCts)

−1 0
0 0 −(RtlCtl)

−1



x+





−C−1
cap

−C−1
ts

−C−1
tl



u, (3.26)

with,

x =





Usoc

Uts

Utl



 , u = Ibat, (3.27)

y = Ubat = g(Usoc) + Uts + Utl −Rs · Ibat, (3.28)

where, battery current Ibat is the input and terminal voltage Ubat, is the output.

In [KDN+07], first an initial model is built with parameters based on literature.
Then the Uoc-SoC relationship is derived from experiments on a real battery, then a
refined model is built based on the Uoc-SoC relationship and finally the resistances
and capacitances namely Rts, Cts, Rtl, Ctl, and Rs are estimated. The experimental
set-up with the real battery connected to programmable load is given in [KDN+07].
After a constant resistance discharge test, the SoC over the entire test is calculated
by integrating the current as

Usoc = − 1

Ccap ·
∫
Ibat

⇒ U̇soc = − Ibat

Ccap

, (3.29)

where, normalized values of Usoc from 0 to 1 volts corresponds to SoC values between
0% to 100%. The relationship between Uoc and Usoc or SoC is given by

Uoc = g(Usoc) (3.30)

and can be established with the help of a LUT [REC12] as shown in Figure 3.12.
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The specifications of the real Li-ion battery (used in [KDN+07]) as available from
the manufacturers is: maximum cell voltage as 4.2 V and capacity as 60 Ah. For a
fully charged battery, Usoc should be 1 V but as 4.09 V is measured in [KDN+07]
instead of the specified value by manufacturer that is, 4.2, so instead of 1 V, 0.9 V
is calibrated for full charge.

Estimation of the values of Rts, Cts, Rtl, Ctl, and Rs are given in [KDN+07], where
constant current discharge tests are carried out. The load is switched between 3.6 A
and 0 A by the programmable sink. The battery is discharged over 9 cycles (constant
current followed by rest), the begin of each cycle depending on when a specific
Usoc value reached. The test data are analyzed for the discharge and rest phases
leading to the estimation of the resistances and capacitances. In [KDN+07], this is
done using curve fitting toolbox. The parameters are plotted as function of SoC.
These variations of resistances and capacitances with SoC can either be implemented
as LUTs or assumed as constants (averaged values over 9 discharge cycles). The
numbers are assumed as constants to avoid unnecessary model complexity in this
contribution.

3.3.5 Supercapacitor

Supercapacitors (also known as ultracapacitors or double layer capacitors) are ca-
pable of storing a large amount of energy as compared to conventional capacitors.
Their specific power is much higher than batteries but specific energy is lower. Due
to their higher power density, they can be used in hybrid powertrains to realize fast
transient power demands. Here, the energy is stored as a result of charge separation.
The charge separation occurs between the layers that separate the electrolyte and
the electrodes. According to [FPCP09], the difference in the way energy is stored
in the battery and in the supercapacitor is that, in battery, an indirect storage via
an electrochemical process is used. In a supercapacitor, a direct storage of charge
as a result of electrostatic process occurs. The difference in the discharge curves of
battery and supercapacitor is given in [FPCP09]. In [FPCP09], experiments were
conducted and model parameters were calculated for the initial model from [JA08].
The supercapacitor model considered in this work is based on the models used in
[FPCP09, JA08]. As shown in Figure 3.13, the main capacitance CSC is connected
in parallel to a resistance R2 which represents the self-discharge of supercapacitors.
The RC network is connected to another RC network consisting of capacitance Cp

and resistance Rp. The charge/discharge losses are represented by the resistance
R1 and the resistance used for protecting the supercapacitor against overcharge is
represented by R3. Considering that the switch is open,

ISC = Inorm, (3.31)

and,

USC = U1 + Up + U2, (3.32)
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Figure 3.13: Circuit diagram of supercapacitor model

where,

U1 = R1 · Inorm. (3.33)

For the RC network, the following equations can be derived

U̇p =
Inorm

Cp

− Up

Rp · Cp

, (3.34)

U̇2 =
Inorm

CSC

− U2

R2 · CSC

. (3.35)

From the equations, 3.32, 3.33, 3.34, and 3.35, the following state space equations
can be derived

ẋ =

[
−(RpCp)

−1 0
0 −(R2CSC)

−1

]

x+

[
C−1

p

C−1
SC

]

u, (3.36)

where,

x =

[
Up

U2

]

, u = Inorm, (3.37)

y = USC = R1 · Inorm + Up + U2. (3.38)

The extraction of model parameters is done based on a real supercapacitor model
[FPCP09]. The data available from manufacturers are: nominal voltage: 14 V,
nominal capacity: 350 F; mass: 24 kg. In [FPCP09], constant current tests are
carried out with the real supercapacitor by connecting it to a programmable load.
The supercapacitor is charged at 10 A until the voltage reaches 11 V, then the current
is cut off for about 10 minutes and a constant current discharge phase follows at -20
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A. For the calculation of CSC , the time period when the voltage rise is from 2 V to
9 V is chosen, namely ∆t = 225s− 46s = 209s. So,

CSC =
∆Q

∆U
, (3.39)

and

Q =

∫

i(t)dt, (3.40)

where, ∆t = 209s and ∆U = 9V − 2V = 7V ,

Q = 10 A ∗ 209 s = 2090 C, (3.41)

and,

CSC =
2090

7
≈ 300 F. (3.42)

The value of capacitance Cp is chosen as one-thirteenth of CSC .

To estimate R1, the phase right after the charge current is cut off is taken into
account. This corresponds to [FPCP09] as

R1 =
∆U

∆i
≈ 2mΩ. (3.43)

The resistance R2 is estimated as 200Ω. To estimate R3, the voltage drop after
turning off of charging current is considered as

R3 =
∆t

− ln(U1

U0

) · CSC

R3 = 10Ω. (3.44)

The relationship between the capacitance CSC and voltage USC can be implemented
with the help of a LUT as shown in Figure 3.14. Protection against overcharge using
the resistance R3 is simulated by a relay-switch combination. If the voltage exceeds
a certain value, the relay closes the switch and current

Inorm = ISC − I3, (3.45)

flows through the circuit. Thus, the modeling of supercapacitor is complete. The
input to the system is considered to be current that flows through the capacitors,
and output as SoC and voltage. The model parameters are adjusted according to
[FPCP09].
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3.3.6 DC/DC converter

The purpose of the DC/DC converter in this work is to maintain a constant output
voltage despite varying input voltage. It is also possible to control the output
voltage in order to track a reference, but this makes the DC/DC converter more
complex and expensive. The converter should be dynamic enough to respond to the
changes in demanded power and make the required power available on the bus. Buck,
boost and buck-boost DC/DC converters are the commonly known types. DC/DC
converters can also be mono- or bi-directional. Bi-directional DC/DC converters can
transfer power to and from source thus allowing the regenerated energy to be saved.
Therefore, they have been considered in this work for the two storage elements:
battery and supercapacitor. The DC/DC converter model chosen in this work is
a CUK-DC/DC converter with buck-boost behavior and is in accordance with the
model already described in [ÖWMS13]. The circuit diagram of the DC/DC converter
is shown in Figure 3.15. The two states of the DC/DC converter can given as

1. Gate 0 is closed and Gate 1 open ⇒ u0 = 0 ; u1 = 1 ,

2. Gate 0 is open und Gate 1 closed ⇒ u0 = 1 ; u1 = 2 .
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Duty cycle is defined as

D =
ton

toff
, (3.46)

From the two states, two equations can be derived as follows

U̇C1 =
IC1

C1

; U̇C2 =
IC2

C2

, (3.47)

and

UL1 = İL1 · L1 ; UL2 = İL2
· L2. (3.48)

For the first state where u0 = 0 ; u1 = 1,

−Uin + UL1 + UR1 (3.49)

⇒ İL1 = −R1IL1

L1

+
Uin

L1

, (3.50)

For the left loop and right loops 3 and 2,

UC1 + UL2 + UR2 + UC2 (3.51)

⇒ İL2 = −UC1

L2

− UC2

L2

− R2IL2

L2

. (3.52)

IC1 = IC2 = IL2. (3.53)

From equations (3.47), (3.49), (3.50), (3.51), (3.52), (3.53) the following can be
derived,

ẋ =







−R1

L1

0 0 0

0 −R2

L2

− 1
L2

− 1
L2
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with

x =
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]

, y = x, (3.55)
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The input current IL1 is the current signal sent from power management to DC/DC
converter and this is the current required to be drawn from the sources. The capac-
itor voltage UC2 is the output voltage that is the bus voltage and that needs to be
held constant.

For the second state where u0 = 1 ; u1 = 2,
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with
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, u =

[
Uin

Iout

]

, y = x, (3.57)

According to [ÖWMS13], coupling between A1 and A2 can be expressed by the
duty cycle D as follows

Atot = A2 +D · (A1 −A2) (3.58)

For the coupled system, the following non-linear state-space equations can be derived
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with

x =
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, u =

[
Uin

Iout

]

, y = x. (3.60)

Thus the state space form of DC/DC converter model has a linear system matrix
Alin and a non-linear system matrix Anonlin which is dependent on the duty cycle.
According to [UA07], the DC/DC converter can be internally controlled by a PI-
controller with bus voltage as the reference input, and externally, it can be controlled
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by the power management controller that sends the required current output signal
to the converter. The switching losses of the DC/DC converter can be calculated
based on a LUT which is based on the validated results from [Bru15, Bru14]. From
this LUT, the energy conversion efficiency µDC/DC can be calculated. Therefore
from,

Pout = PDC/DC · µDC/DC = Iout · UC2 · µDC/DC (3.61)

the output power of the converter Pout can be determined.

3.3.6.1 Simplification of the DC/DC converter model

The model of DC/DC converter considered in the previous section is based on com-
plex dynamical equations and therefore, increases the computational cost of the
system. Due to the presence of three DC/DC converters, the simulation time and
memory required are large. Since the optimization of power management (discussed
in chapter 4) is considered as a separate offline process, therefore, a simplified ver-
sion of the DC/DC converter for the optimization loop is used to ease the simulation
process. The optimization algorithm involves a complicated and time-consuming
procedure to optimize the controller parameters and therefore, a simplified version
of the HEV model (which contains simplified DC/DC converter models) is helpful
in generating solutions at lower computational cost and memory. In the simplified
DC/DC converter model, only the losses are taken into account and the switch-
ing dynamics omitted. The calculation of µDC/DC based on LUT has already been
mention and therefore from 3.61,

Pin · µDC/DC = Pout ⇒ Iin = Iout ·
Uout

Uin

· 1

µDC/DC

. (3.62)

The main task of DC/DC converter here is to regulate the voltage level. In other
words, it is sufficient to consider the power balance at the two sides of the converter
[GS07]. The term Iin which is the input to the converter, is the required current
from sources to be calculated by power management.

3.3.7 Theoretical sizing of components

3.3.7.1 Component sizing

The fuel cell, being a primary energy source, should be able to supply the total
required power as demanded by the given drive cycle. For the given drive cycle, the
total energy can be calculated as

Etotal = 3821 kJ, (3.63)
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Figure 3.16: Average fuel cell power

resulting in an average power of Pavg, calculated over ttotal = 1200sec as follows

Pavg =
Etotal

ttotal
= 3.184 kW. (3.64)

Considering the losses of the DC/DC converter (with µDCDC,nor = 0.98% approx.),
together with the losses of fuel cell (with an optimum efficiency of µFC,opt = 0.92%),
the averaged fuel cell power PFC,avg can be calculated as

PFC,avg = Pavg ·
1

µDCDC,nor

· 1

µFC,opt

= 3.515 kW. (3.65)

The average power and the power demand from the drive cycle can be represented
in Figure 3.16. It becomes clear from the figure that the power management strategy
must consider, both operating the fuel cell in its most efficient region as well as the
peak loads of power demand. The sizing of the fuel cell can done by changing the
factor N (Equation 3.22).

3.3.7.2 Battery sizing

For the battery to be able to supply the maximum peak of power, the maximum
energy to be stored is given for the corresponding time period as

E(t0 = 820s)− E(t1 = 1144s) = 3.1MJ. (3.66)

with a factor k = 2 which takes into account the losses while battery discharging
and charging, the maximum energy to be stored can be considered as

Ebat = 6.2MJ. (3.67)
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The model design parameters and capacity of the battery can be adjusted accord-
ing to this value. In spite of the design considered, the actual maximum power
delivered by the battery will be defined by the power management strategy. The
power management will keep the battery operation within limits by using the second
storage element namely, the supercapacitor. It is also to be noted that the battery
model is not designed based on the charging/discharging limits of a real battery. A
real battery is equip with a battery management system that keeps the SoC within
operation limits (15%-95%). In this work, this feature is considered to be a task of
power management.

3.3.7.3 Supercapacitor sizing

The parameters chosen to model the supercapacitor in this work are from [FPCP09].
The configurations are determined by arranging the capacitors in series and parallel.
The nominal voltage of the supercapacitor Vn = 14V is not enough to maintain
a constant bus voltage of 500 V. It can be achieved by a serial arrangement of
supercapacitors as follows

Utotal =

serialSC∑

n=0

USC,n, (3.68)

where, serialSC is the number of capacitors arranged in serial. Thus, the total
capacitance is reduced as folows

1

Ctotal

=

serialSC∑

n=0

1

USC,n

. (3.69)

If serialSC is chosen as 36, then the maximum voltage Vn,total will be

Vn,total = Vn · serialSC = 504V (3.70)

Similarly, parallel arrangement of capacitors causes an increase in the total capaci-
tance as follows

Ctotal =

parallelSC∑

n=0

CSC,n, (3.71)

where parallelSC is the number of capacitors arranged in parallel. Thus, the storage
capacity of the supercapacitor can be adjusted by changing the configuration. As
during deciding the battery dimensions, here to a safety factor of k = 2 is considered
and the maximum energy to be stored is given by

ESC = 6.2MJ. (3.72)

In order to achieve this, a parallel configuration of supercapacitors such that
parallelSC = 4 is necessary. Once again, this is to be taken into consideration by
the power management strategy.
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Figure 3.17: Battery voltage variation during charging and discharging [MS16b]

3.3.8 Model verification based on literature

3.3.8.1 Verification of the battery model

In order to verify the dynamic behavior of the simulated model, the results are
compared to experimentally validated models of [KDN+07], [REC12], [CRM06],
and [KQ11]. The battery is first fully charged, then fully discharged in a cyclic
manner. A constant current of Ibat = 25A is applied till the next SoC level
(SoCbat = 10%, 20%, ..., 90%) is reached. At the next SoC level, current is turned
off, then turned on again after a 25 minute pause. The voltage variation resulting
from the SoC-Usoc relationship (Figure 3.12) is similar to that discussed in the liter-
ature. In Figure 3.17, the voltage variation while battery charging is shown. At the
moment when current is turned off, the resulting voltage curve exhibits an initial
peak followed by a gradual logarithmic decay. Similarly, when the current is turned
on again, a short dip in voltage is followed by a gradual increase. As shown in Figure
3.17, this behavior is inverted during discharging process. In Figure 3.18, the SoC
variation is shown. The SoC and energy saved in the battery increase continuously
with each charge cycle. In reality, the energy supplied to the battery is not always
same as the energy that the battery is capable of supplying. The supplied energy or
the power required to charge the battery is dependent on the battery voltage and
during the charge-discharge cycles, the a part of this energy is lost in irreversible
chemical processes.
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Figure 3.19: Capacitor voltage during charging and discharging [MS16b]

3.3.8.2 Verification of the supercapacitor model

In order to verify the simulation model, the tests according to [FPCP09] are carried
out. First, the supercapacitor is charged with a constant current of 10 A till USC

is almost equal to 11 V, then, current is turned off, and after a 8 min pause, the
supercapacitor is completely discharged with -20 A. As shown in Figure 3.19, the
voltage of the supercapacitor increases till the current is turned off. At the moment
when current is turned off, a small peak is followed by a gradual decay of voltage.
This is due to the self-discharging tendency of supercapacitors. By comparing the
response of the supercapacitor while charging and discharging (Figures 3.19) with
the experimentally determined results of [FPCP09] and [LZLC13], the correctness
of modeling can be confirmed.

3.3.8.3 Verification of the DC/DC converter model

In order to verify the DC/DC converter model, a current (Iout) of 25 A is given.
The task of the DC/DC converter here is to maintain constant bus voltage of 500
V. Thus, the load demand to be fulfilled by the source connected to the converter is
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12.5 kW. The source connected to the converter during this test is a battery. After, 5
seconds, the current is turned off and a 2 second pause follows. Then, Iout is changed
to -25 A so as to charge the battery with 12.5 kW. The result of this test can be seen
in Figure 3.20. Due to the inverted bust-boost behavior, the voltage is negative. If
it is multiplied by negative values of Iout which will be the output from the power
management and reference input to the converter, then the bus voltage can be made
positive. As shown in Figure 3.20, the relatively short oscillatory behavior at the
switching moments die down fast due to the control action of the PI-controller in
the DC/DC converter. The response to the load demand is the input current to the
DC/DC current from the battery. It shows a PT2 behavior as shown in Figure 3.21.
A brief oscillation at the start of simulation can also be detected, but the CUK-
DC/DC converter is capable of keeping the ripples as small as possible [Ema05], so
as to avoid any extreme current transients. Thus, from the above mentioned tests,
in combination with the validated results from [Bru15, Bru14], the dynamics of the
bi-directional DC/DC converter can be verified.
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Figure 3.21: Source current during charging and discharging [MS16b]

3.3.9 Comparison of simulated powertrain dynamics with simplified and
complex DC/DC converter models

In order to investigate the accuracy of the simplified model, its response is compared
to that of the complex dynamic model. The DC/DC converter output for both
models should be comparable. In order to test this, the parameters of the power
management controller (which will be detailed in the later sections) are manually
tuned. From the current variations at the sources, an oscillatory behavior at certain
points of time can be noted. The battery current variation for both models is shown
in Figure 3.22. Inspite of the similarity in the two response curves, it is evident
that the simplified model is unable to replicate the peak amplitudes of the complex
model. The fluctuations in battery current as a result of model simplification can
have a negative impact on the battery life. A similar conclusion can be drawn from
the current variations of fuel cell and supercapacitor current as shown in Figures
3.23, 3.24. The comparison of SoCs of battery and supercapacitor is shown Figure
3.25. The supercapacitor SoC variation for both models is quite similar. Battery
SoC variation however shows a marked difference between the two models.
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Figure 3.22: Comparison of battery current for both models
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Figure 3.23: Comparison of fuel cell current for both models

3.4 Emulation of powertrain components

Although modeling and simulation are useful for gaining detailed understanding
of system dynamics and behavior, experiments are important for investigating the
applicability by validation of these models. According to [TDH+04], validation refers
to precision at which the model represents the physical world whereas validation
experiments are performed to produce data for model validation. For instance, in
[VCP16], experiments are performed with the help of a 1:1 scale laboratory-based
dynamic set-up; in [CV14], first, experiments are conducted on individual units in
stationary conditions to evaluate their behavior at constant electric parameters, then
their performance under dynamic operations with real driving cycles is evaluated.
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Figure 3.24: Comparison of supercapacitor current for both models
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Instead of performing experiments with real powertrain components, in this work,
a comparison with experimentally determined parameters from real components is
considered along with a brief introduction of a concept known as emulation. To
carry out power management and control of an analog subsystem integrated with a
digital subsystem [CPP+03], emulation of component dynamics have been discussed
in literature. According to [Mar], emulation is based on controllable powertrain
components which can be used as a replacement for real components. This solves
the problems posed by classical set-ups namely: high cost, deterioration/damage
risks, large energy and fuel consumption, etc.

Programmable power source has been used to emulate fuel cell in [GBBM11, FPSAS08],
whereas in [PABP05, GBS+09, MPV+09], a power electronic converter is used to
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emulate fuel cell dynamics. Along with a programmable power source, an additional
electronic load is added in [GBBM11] to emulate a supercapacitor. Power source-
sink combination has also been used to emulate battery dynamics in [CPP+03,
Gmb15]. According to [Gmb15], not only batteries and supercapacitors, but also
bi-directional DC/DC converters can be emulated using source-sink combination.
In [RC08], emulation of load is considered using voltage source inverter (VSI). The
VSI emulates a three phase induction motor connected to grid. Thus along with
power sources and storage components, load emulation using dynamically control-
lable source-sink [RC08], to ensure bi-directional power exchange can also be con-
sidered.

As stated in [CPP+03, Gmb15], the problem encountered while using real batteries
for experimental purposes is that, the discharge and charge history affects the total
charge level at each cycle. Various battery models have been proposed to consider
these aging effects. However, in the absence of an aging model, an emulator set-up
can be used to realize battery dynamics. Similarly using real fuel cells, which are
expensive components, can lead to an increase in damage risks [PABP05, GBS+09].
Thus a compact and easily replaceable emulator set-up is useful when powertrain
models and control strategies are to be experimentally tested. The process of testing
either real powertrain components or a scaled down version of real components in
combination with software models is termed as Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL) simu-
lation/emulation [PABP05].

3.4.1 Powertrain configuration with emulated components

At the Chair of Dynamics and Control (University of Duisburg-Essen), a fuel cell-
supercapacitor based Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL) test rig was built [ÖWMS13]. It
was later modified and generalized for the emulation of different powertrains for ex-
ample hybrid hydraulic powertrains and wind energy conversion systems [MÖS14,
LMMS13] along with hybrid electric powertrains. In this work, a further general-
ization is considered by replacing all the real powertrain components by emulated
components. The experimental set-up is shown in Figure 3.26 and is explained in
Figure 3.27. On the left side is the model layer comprising of the configuration
shown in Figure 3.3. This simulation model of HEV along with the supervisory con-
troller are compiled into a real time interface that enables communication with the
emulation layer. On the right side is the emulation layer comprising of real hardware
components. Here, the simulated models of fuel cell and DC/DC converter can be
considered as a single unit and the corresponding hardware component- controllable
power source q1, can be used. Similarly, for battery and supercapacitor, source-sink
combination q2− s2 and source-sink combination q3− s3 can be used. Correspond-
ing to the backward simulated part, the power demand or load can be emulated by
another source-sink combination q4− s4.
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Figure 3.26: Emulation experimental set-up

3.4.2 Comparison of simulation and emulation results

In order to test the capability of the source-sink combinations in replicating pow-
ertrain dynamics, as an initial step, only the backward part of the HEV model is
emulated. The simulated are emulated power demand are compared. The performed
test is explained in Figure 3.28. The source-sink combination q4 − s4 is checked for
emulation of both positive and negative power demand. Here, demand is the load
current from the backward part of the powertrain. Its value is positive when the
HEV is accelerating or driving at constant velocity and negative when the HEV
is braking. During the positive half, the power source q is expected to supply the
demand to the power sink s4. A constant current value is set at q and the simulated
demand is realized by s4. This is the motor action. During the negative half, the
generator action is realized by q4 as it recuperates energy back to the s. Here, a
constant current is set at the s. The result of this test is shown in Figure 3.29.
It can be noted from the figure that the q4-s4 combination is capable of emulating
the motor/generator dynamics. During the positive half of the load cycle, current
is drawn by the sink s4 (motor mode) and in the negative half of the load cycle,
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power is supplied by the source q4 (generator mode). This initial test is important
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to check the ability of power source-sink combinations in emulating not just the mo-
tor/generator dynamics, but also battery and supercapacitor. The constant current
supplied by q in the positive half will be replaced by supply from each/either of the
sources as defined by power management. The constant current demanded by s in
the negative half will be replaced by the demand from each/either of the storage
components.
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4 Power management and optimization

This chapter is published in the form of scientific papers [MS16b],[MS15a]. As the
vehicle considered is a hybrid vehicle and involves multiple sources of power, a super-
visory power management control strategy is needed to determine the power flows
along single power flow paths in order to satisfy various objectives while satisfying
the power demand at the same time [GS07]. Some of the key goals according to
[BGT10] are: maximum fuel economy, minimum emissions, minimum system cost,
and good driving performance. Due to increasing environmental issues and fast de-
pletion of fossil fuels, the control of hybrid vehicles in terms of fuel consumption has
become a global issue. According to [BDGB10], the power management strategy
should also keep the state of charge of energy buffer/buffers used within reasonable
bounds, while reducing fuel consumption. In this chapter, an introduction on dif-
ferent power management optimization strategies with focus on rule-based power
management is given. Details of the power management control strategy developed
in this work and parameter optimization strategy considered is given followed by
simulation results.

4.1 Introduction

The need for the development of online power management strategies applicable
to real-time hybrid powertrain systems is an important issue in the transportation
sector. A power management strategy alone does not necessarily ensure optimal
power distribution amongst the drive train components. Thus optimization of power
management is another task which needs to be considered in terms of multiple
objectives.

4.1.1 Classification and comparison of power management strategies

In order to select a suitable power management strategy, it is important to compare
existing methods and related advantages and disadvantages. An evaluation of their
performance and applications makes it possible to choose an appropriate power
management optimization approach for this work. According to [GS07], two kinds
of classification can be made: first, based on knowledge of future situations, where,
non-causal controllers require knowledge of the future i.e. a drive cycle and causal
controllers do not need a priori knowledge of future driving profiles; second based on
optimality, like heuristic, optimal, and sub-optimal controllers. Within these three
types, some can be causal and others non-causal. They are listed in [BGT10, Sal07]
and in Figure 4.1.

Rule-based strategies are generally designed based on heuristics, human expertise,
or mathematical models and do not require a prior knowledge of the drive cycle
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Figure 4.1: Classification of power management strategies

[BGT10]. These strategies are less complex than the other types and can be imple-
mented online and in real-time. Their major drawback is that they are not optimal.
The alternatives to rule-based strategies are detailed in [GS07] and briefly described
in the following text.

Dynamic programming (DP) is a commonly used global optimization method. It can
generate optimal solutions over a given time period. Dynamic programming requires
griding of the state and time variables and suffers from long computation effort, due
to relatively large grid density required. If the grid density is not high then it can lead
to inaccurate results. Moreover, DP is non-causal and not real-time applicable. In
order to reduce the computational effort, approaches based on minimization principle
such as equivalent consumption minimization strategies (ECMS) are considered.
Here, the optimization problem can be reduced to evaluation of an equivalence
factor which is assumed to be constant for every type of driving condition in the
simplest case.

For real-time applicability, knowledge about future driving conditions is necessary.
The complete driving mission can be known beforehand for example, in public ve-
hicles that drive along fixed routes or vehicles that have access to GPS navigation
systems, etc. Based on this information, it is possible to estimate future driving
conditions. Once future is known, DP can be applied and combined with model
predictive control (MPC) which has been used in [KKDJ+05].

However, instead of using MPC and DP if a single strategy such as ECMS is to
be used then the problem of uncertainty about future is transferred to the correct
approximation of equivalence factor. Unlike MPC that requires estimation of power
demand as a function of time on a prediction horizon of particular duration, here,
determination of only one parameter i.e the equivalence factor is considered. For
estimation of this factor, three approaches can be considered based on the knowledge
used: only past information, both past and present, and using all three-past, present,
and future. In cases where only past is considered, concepts of pattern recognition
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[JJPL02], and pre-calculation of offline generated values for a set of representative
driving patterns [LJPML04] are used.

Optimization in hybrid vehicles often involves multi-objectives which might be in
conflict with one another. The other category of global, offline optimization tech-
niques is called genetic algorithm (GA). These optimization algorithms are based
on biological evolution theory. The genes that characterize individuals are varied
through typical biological processes: selection, mutation, and crossover. For solving
multi-objective optimization problems, multi-objective genetic algorithms (MOGA)
are considered suitable where non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA II)
[DPAM02] has been considered in [ZCMM09, BLM+10, BMFF11] for optimization
in the presence of multiple and conflicting goals.

The last method, which is a relatively simpler technique, described in [GS07] as
time-invariant feedback controller consists of storing the control algorithms in look-
up tables (LUTs). The control variable/variables are functions of current driving
conditions (like power demand, velocity) and state variables (like SoCs of storage ele-
ments). Thereby, follows the concept of combining rule-based strategies with optimal
control strategies like GA and ECMS [MF08], GA and DP [SRA11], or with NSGA
II [BLM+10], etc. Thus, the advantages of rule-based strategies namely, relatively
simpler structure and low computational effort required, can be utilized for carrying
out online power management. In order to optimize rule-based strategies, they can
be combined with global and multi-objective optimization algorithms. They can
also be combined with prediction and real-time control strategies to provide solu-
tions where no pre-defined drive cycle is given. From the concept of embedded-online
optimization by using offline algorithms [Mar], it is clear that the embedding of op-
timization results from a decoupled offline process to an online power management
controller is possible. As shown in [Mar], this makes it suitable for experimental
applications where computational effort plays an important role.

4.1.2 Concept of power management with embedded optimization

The developed approach in this work comprises of a supervisory controller based on
rules designed for a particular drive cycle. The optimization of controller parameters
is carried out as a decoupled offline process, results from which are later embedded
online. The optimization algorithm takes into account the fuel consumption of
the primary source, the SoC deviation of two storage components, and lifetime
conservation of components. This power management optimization is implemented
on the considered powertrain configuration (detailed in Chapter 3) with three power
sources. The developed concept is depicted in Figure 4.2.

Here, the two HEV models considered: one for the online part and other for offline
part, differ in their DC/DC converter dynamics. As discussed in Chapter 3, for
the sake of simplicity, the detailed dynamics of DC/DC converters are omitted in
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Figure 4.2: Power management optimization concept [MS16b]

the HEV model considered for the optimization loop. As shown in Figure 4.2, the
values of battery and supercapacitor SoCs from the forward part of the powertrain,
along with the power demand values from the backward part of the powertrain are
sent to the mode selection block of the supervisory controller. This block contains
IF-THEN rules based on the SoC values and demand. The rule/mode selected
corresponds to certain values in the look-up table (LUT) block. These values in
the look-up table are used to tune the power management (PM) controller. The
controller output is in the form of desired DC/DC converter currents. The LUT
block of the supervisory controller contains optimized parameters. These optimized
parameters are generated as a result of a separate offline process, where, a multi-
objective genetic algorithm (NSGA II) is used. The detailed working of each of the
supervisory controller blocks [MS15a] [MS16b] is briefly described in the sequel.

Thus, in this new developed concept, multiple facets of HEV control can be tackled
at the same time. Judicious distribution of power between the three sources to
ensure proper utilization of each source is considered. This is done by a suitable
choice of optimization parameters that ensures that

• the required load demand is satisfied at all times,
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• the rate of change of battery and fuel cell current are limited to minimize aging
effects,

• the battery current is bounded and the remaining, more dynamic peaks are
taken over by the supercapacitor,

• the fuel cell is operated near its optimal range,

• the battery and supercapacitor are never fully charged or fully discharged,

• the fuel cell delivers maximum power when the SoCs of both battery and
supercapacitor are too low, and

• the bus voltage is held constant to a reference value.

The goal is to integrate optimized parameters that tune the PM controller such that
the above criteria are fulfilled. This approach is designed for an assumed drive cycle.
If the drive cycle is changed, the designing of modes have to be done accordingly
and new optimal controller parameters will be obtained. The advantage of the
developed approach lies in its adaptability. Adaptability here includes the capability
to modify/extend it to cases where the drive cycle is not known. The decoupling
of the optimization process enables the use of sophisticated algorithms like multi-
objective, global techniques. Only the results are embedded online, thereby reducing
the computational effort. The controller also takes into account the advantage of
battery-supercapacitor combination and allows the supercapacitor to take over the
more dynamic variations in power thereby extending battery life.

4.2 Details of supervisory controller

This section describes the design and working details of the supervisory controller
block in Figure 4.2. Parts from this section are based on the text and material from
[MS15a][MS16b]. Further details are given in [Rau15]. The hierarchical control
concept developed in this work consists of three blocks: the mode selection block,
the look-up tables (LUT) block, and the power management (PM) controller block.
The load is a predefined drive cycle from which three different driving modes can be
defined: acceleration and constant velocity (positive load current direction), decel-
eration (negative load current direction), and standstill (zero load current). The sub
parts of the hierarchical control concept are detailed in the following subsections.
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4.2.1 Mode selection block

The mode selection block takes three inputs from the powertrain model as shown
in Figure 4.3. The first input is the load current direction Iboard for the purpose
of distinguishing between the three different driving modes namely, acceleration
and constant velocity, deceleration, and standstill. The second and third inputs
are the battery and supercapacitor SoC (SoCb and SoCsc) to decide when the bat-
tery/supercapacitor or both battery and supercapacitor have to be charged/discharged
and also when the fuel cell needs to provide maximum power. The output of the
mode selection denotes a specific value. For example, when the vehicle is acceler-
ating, and both the battery and supercapacitor SoCs have fallen below a certain
pre-defined minimum value, the fuel cell is expected to provide maximum power
so as to satisfy power demand and also charge the storage elements. This corre-
sponds to the first case in the mode selection block and the corresponding value
one is sent to the look-up table (LUT) block. When the vehicle velocity is positive,
while charging and discharging of the battery and supercapacitor, boundary values
of maximum and minimum SoC are defined as Bmax,Bmin and SCmax,SCmin. There
is a possibility to determine the optimal boundary values and therefore these pa-
rameters can also be considered for the optimization process. When the vehicle is in
deceleration mode, and if the fuel cell still continues to provide power then the excess
power is used to charge the supercapacitor. Supercapacitor is given a priority here
as according to [KS14], the dynamics of the powertrain depend mostly on the more
dynamic element. In that case, the lower and upper optimal SoC limit of superca-
pacitor (SoCscopt) for the case of deceleration and standstill must be determined.
If after mode standstill, the HEV needs to accelerate immediately, then the highest
possible reserve should be available from the storage system. If the HEV needs to
brake soon after standstill, then the upper limit of supercapacitor SoC needs to be
kept in mind. The related relations are expressed by parameters according to the
algorithms graphically expressed in Figure 4.3.

4.2.2 Look-up tables LUT block

This block consists of four look-up tables for the mode dependent controller pa-
rameters: fuel cell current input, power split between battery and supercapacitor,
maximum battery current, and minimum battery current. There are also LUTs for
mode independent parameters that is, boundaries and initial conditions. These pa-
rameters can be optimized by specifying the boundaries of variation. All parameters
are listed in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. These parameters can be optimized by specifying
the boundaries of variation as given in the tables. The outputs from this block
are: the reference fuel cell current depending on its optimal working current value
and maximum allowed value given by IFCin; the power sharing between battery
and supercapacitor decided by Powersplit; the battery current, which is limited by
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Figure 4.3: Details of mode selection block [MS16b]

IBat,max, IBat,min; and the dynamics of fuel cell and battery, which are restricted by
RatelimitFC , RatelimitBat. Thus, the aging problems faced by batteries and fuel
cells are minimized by the choice of parameters. These parameters correspond to
optimal fuel consumption and are pre-loaded as a result of a separate offline process.
As shown in Figure 4.4, the input to the LUT block from the mode selection block
is a number and it denotes a particular row in each of the four LUTs. For example,
when the input is 1, the corresponding values of 1 from all the LUTs are sent to the
PM controller.

Table 4.1: Mode dependent parameters
Modes Tasks IFCin Powersplit Ibmax Ibmin

LL UL LL UL LL UL LL UL

1.

P > 0
Drive

Bat+SC:charge 8 13.5 0 1.5 -0.5 0.5 -30 -5
2. Bat:no discharge 4 12 0 1.5 -2 0 -30 -5
3. SC:no discharge 4 12 0 2 2 30 0 2
4. Bat+SC:discharge 1 8 0 1.5 5 30 -0.5 0.5
5. Standard 5 12 0.3 1.5 5 30 -30 -5
6. P < 0

Brake
SC:charge 1 8 0 0.5 5 30 -1 0

7. Bat:charge 1 8 0.5 2.5 -1 0 -30 -5
8. P = 0

Stop
SC:charge 1 8 0 0.5 5 30 -1 0

9. Bat:charge 1 8 0.5 2.5 -1 0 -30 -5
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4.2.3 PM controller block

Once the optimal values of Ifcin, Powersplit, IBat,max, IBat,min, RatelimitFC , and
RatelimitBat have been pre-loaded in the LUT block, they can be used for tuning the
PM controller online. As detailed in Figure 4.5, the fuel cell current Ifcin is restricted
by a rate limiter before sending it to the DC/DC converter as Ifc. The rate limiter is
used to limit the first derivative (rate) of the signal passing through it, such that, the
output does not change faster than a specified limit [Mat16]. The load current Iboard
is divided into fuel cell current Ifc and the difference Idiff . Here, Idiff is multiplied
by the power split value from the LUT. This pre-optimized value of power split
influences the charging/discharging dynamics of battery and supercapacitor. An
example of the influence of power split values on the distribution of power between
battery and supercapacitor is given in Figure 4.6. Here values between 0 and 1
denote power sharing between battery and supercapacitor to satisfy the demand.
Similarly, values above 1 and below 0 can be used to indicate power flow from
battery to supercapacitor and vice-versa. A suitable choice of powersplit values can
be made to accommodate all the possible charging and discharging options of the
two storage elements. The actual value of the multiplied variables Idiff ∗Powersplit

is sent to a rate limiter that determines the rising and falling slopes of the current.
The output of rate limiter is sent to a dynamic saturation block that determines
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Table 4.2: Mode independent parameters
Parameters LL UL

SoC SC min [%] 35 55
SoC SC max [%] 65 78
SoC batt min[%] 35 45
SoC batt max[%] 70 90
Ratelimit FC [A/s] 0.5 10
Ratelimit batt [A/s] 1 40
SoC SC brake [%] 55 75
SoC SC stop [%] 65 78
SoC SC initial [%] 50 75
SoC batt initial [%] 55 90

the upper and lower limits based on battery minimum and maximum current values
(Ibmin and Ibmax) from the LUT. Both rate limiter and dynamic saturation are time-
dependent components. The output of the saturation block is the battery current
Ib as shown by the green dotted region in Figure 4.6. It is sent as DC/DC converter
output. This battery current subtracted from Idiff gives the current that needs to be
supplied by the supercapacitor as shown by the blue dotted region in Figure 4.6. This
is the dynamic part of current which needs to be supplied by supercapacitor which
possesses much higher charging/discharging efficiency than battery. The outputs
from this block, that is the desired currents to be drawn from the three sources are
sent to the DC/DC converters as shown in Figure 4.2. The dynamic behavior of the
DC/DC converter can be described by

x =







IL1
IL2
UCl

UC2







, u =

[
Uin

Iout

]

, y = x, (4.1)

where currents over inductors are denoted by IL1 and IL2 and voltages over capaci-
tances by UCl and UC2. The inputs to the system are the desired current from PM
controller Iout and voltage from fuel cell, battery, or supercapacitor Uin. The capaci-
tor voltage UC2 denotes the bus voltage which needs to be held constant and IL1 the
inductor current required to be drawn from the sources. According to [UA07], the
DC/DC converter can be internally controlled by a PI-controller with bus voltage
as the reference input, and externally, it can be controlled by the PM controller that
sends the desired current output signal to the converter.
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Figure 4.6: Working of PM controller block [MS16b]

4.2.4 Simulation results and discussion

The powertrain dynamics subjected to the NEDC drivecycle with developed power
management control concept is discussed in this subsection. The results, based
on the dynamic model, concern the verification of the power management control
strategy. Here, a set of manually tuned controller parameters (power split, Ibmin,
Ibmax, and Ifcin) are used, which are not yet optimized. The task of the three basic
control rules [Mar] in controlling the power flows from three different power sources
is analyzed in Figures 4.8, 4.7, and 4.10.

The power management strategy is checked for

• whether the required load demand is satisfied at all times,
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Figure 4.7: Power demand and actual power (realized by numerical simulation)

• the rate of change of battery and fuel cell current are limited,

• the battery current is bounded and the remaining, more dynamic peaks are
taken over by the supercapacitor,

• the fuel cell is operated near its optimal range, and

• the battery and supercapacitor are never fully charged or fully discharged.

In Figure 4.7, the total power from the three sources is given. This illustrated power
is the actual output power from the sources and it should be same as the power
demand resulting from the chosen drive cycle. The error, termed as drivability error
can be detected in red. It can be considered negligibly small in this work and is
therefore not considered as an optimization goal. From the Figure 4.8, it is clear
that, the fuel cell is operated under two position or on/off control and the power
sharing between battery and supercapacitor is such that the supercapacitor takes
over the more dynamic power fluctuations. The fuel cell is operated at around 4kW
which is close to its efficient operating point as calculated in Equation 3.26.

As an example operation of the power management strategy, a zoomed part of
Figure 4.8 for the time period t = 670s to t = 770s is shown in Figure 4.9 along
with the switching between operation modes for the given drive cycle. As soon as
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the supercapacitor is charged till its maximum allowed limit, the power management
strategy switches to mode 4 and discharges both battery and supercapacitor. When
the supercapacitor is enough discharged, the strategy changes to the standard mode-
mode 5. In Figure 4.10, the bus voltage, which should be kept constant is shown.
As noted from figure, it almost constant at 500 V with occasional peaks. From the
simulation results, the basic working principles of the developed power management
strategy can be established. The fulfillment of the demanded power and the rate
limitation of the battery and fuel cell can be concluded from the plots.

4.3 Optimization as a decoupled process

This section describes the optimization of all the parameters listed in Tables 4.1
and 4.2. Optimization problems in hybrid vehicles mainly relate to three types
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[GS07]: structural optimization, which finds the best possible powertrain structure;
parametric optimization, where the powertrain structure is considered as fixed and
the goal is to find the best set of parameters; control system optimization, which finds
the best possible supervisory algorithms. In this work, a parametric optimization
is considered for the topology chosen. First, the optimization is carried out at
varying supercapacitor sizes for all the controller parameters along with boundary
and initial conditions. Then, a reference size for the supercapacitor is chosen and
the effect of optimization process is investigated. To sum up, the optimization of
supervisory controller described in the previous section is carried out for 2 objectives-
fuel consumption and SoC deviation, with 46 parameters- 4 mode dependent for 9
modes, 10 mode independent, and the optimization is carried out for 4 different
supercapacitor sizes. The optimized results are based on pre-defined drives cycles,
here for the example NEDC drive cycle is used.

In the context of supervisory control strategies, a classification can be made [GS07]
namely, heuristic control strategies and optimal control strategies. The advantage of
heuristic controllers is their simplicity but due to the tuning effort required to obtain
optimum fuel economy, optimal control strategies such as dynamic programming,
ECMS, etc. are used. Instead of using an optimal control strategy, which provides
a direct optimization of control input, an offline parametric optimization based on
Non-Dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA II) is considered. In [MKS13],
NSGA II has been implemented on a hybrid hydraulic powertrain system to generate
optimal sizes and control parameters corresponding to given objective functions.
As described in [MKS13], the algorithm starts by randomly generating an initial
population of possible solutions within the search space, keeping the boundaries of
variation of each variable in consideration. The objective functions are evaluated.
Each individual is assigned to a rank to generate fronts based on non dominated
sorting. Next, crowding distance is assigned to the individuals to maintain diversity.
In the final steps, selection and assignment of genetic operators such as crossover
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and mutation are performed to obtain the best parameter variables. Details on
adjustment of NSGA II parameter settings such as crossover probability, mutation
rate, etc can be found in [Rau15]. One of the reasons for selecting this algorithm is
its ability to tackle multi-objectives which might be conflicting in nature which is
often the case with hybrid powertrains.

4.3.1 Optimization goals and constraints

The objective function and constraints are defined as given in [GS07]. The mini-
mization of fuel consumption is given by

J =

∫ tf

0

ṁf (t, u(t))dt , J → min. , (4.2)

where the performance index is denoted by J and fuel mass consumed over a mission
of duration tf is denoted by ṁf , depending on the system input u(t). The fuel mass
consumed ṁf can also be given by the energy required by the fuel cell for the given
drive cycle and represented in terms of fuel cell power PFC as follows

JFC =

∫ tf

t0

PFC(t, u(t))dt , JFC → min. . (4.3)

The other objective is to minimize the SoC deviation which represents the difference
between the initial and final SoC values of both battery SoCb and supercapacitor
SoCsc. Generally, the charge sustenance of the storage elements require small de-
viations from nominal value of SoC over the drive cycles. The deviation of the two
SoCs, ∆SoCb and ∆SoCsc can be considered as an integral constraint [GS07] by

J = φ(∆(SoCb + SoCsc)) +

∫ tf

0

ṁf (t, u(t))dt, (4.4)
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where the penalty term φ called the charge-sustaining performance index given as

φ(∆SoCb) = α |(SoCb(t0)− SoCb(tf ))| , (4.5)

φ(∆SoCsc) = β |(SoCsc(t0)− SoCsc(tf ))| , (4.6)

with ∆SoCsc and ∆SoCb as the SoC deviations of supercapacitor and battery at
time interval t0 to tf .

Some of the other relevant objective functions are

• Maximization of drivability or minimization of the error between the velocity
required to be followed and the actual velocity. According to [MÖS14], if the
drive cycle is considered as a reference signal, then drivability can be defined as
the system’s capability to fulfil it. It can be given using the integral absolute
error as [MÖS14]

Pdriv = f1(

∫

| vref − vmeas | dt). (4.7)

• Minimization of aging of fuel cell and battery. Both fuel cell and battery tend
to degrade faster when subject to frequent and large magnitude changes in
power. In [MÖS14], a high pass filter and a suitable function f2 is applied to
represent fuel cell aging minimization as an objective for optimization

Paging = f2(PFC,filt(t))), (4.8)

where PFC,filt(t) is the high pass filtered fuel cell power. The main indication
of battery age is its charge capacity [SOS+11]. Since the traditional cycles
used to evaluate battery aging in laboratories are not same as the real driving
conditions, therefore in [SOS+11], the aging effect has been characterized using
severity factor σ as

σ(I, θ, SoC) =
γ(I, θ, SoC)

Γ
=

∫ EOL

0
| I(t) | dt

∫ EOL

0
| Inorm(t) | dt

, (4.9)

where γ(I, θ, SoC) is the battery Ah-throughput corresponding to given cur-
rent I, temperature θ and SoC; Γ is the total Ah-throuput corresponding to
the nominal cycle and nominal current Inorm and EOL is the end of life.

4.3.2 Simulation results and discussion

In this subsection, HEV dynamics corresponding to optimized controller parameters
are analyzed. For the two chosen objectives, namely, minimization of fuel consump-
tion and SoC deviation of both battery and supercapacitor, the results are analyzed
in the following manner:
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• To investigate the influence of component sizing, the variation of the two
objective functions for different supercapacitor sizes is shown in Figure 4.12.

• A supercapacitor size is chosen and convergence of the two conflicting objec-
tives for the chosen supercapacitor is shown in Figure 4.13.

• The preference between the two objectives is varied and its influence on SoC
variation is analyzed in Figure 4.15.

To demonstrate (and to learn about) the principal behaviors, four supercapacitor
sizes are chosen for comparison: reference, double of reference, half of reference, and
one-fourth of reference. The optimization runs for all the supercapacitor sizes can
be seen in Figure 4.12. As shown in Figure 4.12b, with double sized supercapacitor,
a slight improvement in fuel consumption values is noted (Figure 4.12b2) at the cost
of deterioration of ∆SoC values (Figure 4.12b1). However, this does not provide an
optimal solution for the total objective function and further iteration steps of the
optimization algorithm are required. As shown in Figure 4.12c, with half-sized su-
percapacitor, a prominent improvement in ∆SoC is noted (Figure 4.12c1). The fuel
consumption is not minimized within the shown iteration steps. Finally in Figure
4.12d, with one-fourth supercapacitor, dynamic and fluctuating behavior is noted
in both figures 4.12d1 and 4.12d2. Within the shown iteration steps, minimiza-
tion, particularly of fuel consumption values is not possible. Thus, with such small
supercapacitor sizes, the control task is difficult, the overall system might become
unstable.

In Figure 4.13, conflicting solutions for the two objective functions for the reference
supercapacitor can be seen. This results from the principle contradictions in the task
of fuel consumption minimization and SoC sustenance. However, a convergence of
the total objective function can be obtained. From Figure 4.13, it can be noted that
although minimum values for ∆SoC are obtained, the values chosen for fuel con-
sumption are not necessarily the minimum values. Lower fuel consumption values
that did not satisfy minimum ∆SoC, are rejected so a compromising solution for
both objectives can be obtained. In the next step, the parameters corresponding to
optimized values obtained from NSGA II are integrated in the online power manage-
ment control strategy. Three supercapacitor sizes: double (denoted in green), half
(denoted in blue), one-fourth (denoted in black) are compared to the reference size
(denoted in red) to analyze the influence on SoC and on fuel consumption. In Figure
4.14, the SoCs of battery and supercapacitor are shown along with the corresponding
fuel cell output power and distinguished for small and large supercapacitors.

Smaller supercapacitors: From the battery SoC, it can be seen that, the battery
is gradually charged in the beginning so as to gain reserves for following high de-
manding part of the drive cycle, due to the insufficient storage capacity of the
supercapacitor. Then the battery is discharged till its lowest SoC value. From the
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Figure 4.12: Objective function convergence for a) Reference supercapacitor b) Dou-
ble of reference supercapacitor c) Half of reference supercapacitor d) One-fourth of
reference supercapacitor [MS16b]
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supercapacitor SoC, it can be seen that smaller sizes cause more fluctuations. With
the one-fourth size, the response is very dynamic. From the fuel cell output power it
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can be seen that power supplied by fuel cell is increased for smaller supercapacitors
than larger ones. Here also, transients are noted with the smallest supercapacitor.

Larger supercapacitors: When the supercapacitor is doubled, the battery SoC is
constant meaning that the battery is not required. In this case, the large super-
capacitor has sufficient storage capacity. The supercapacitor SoC curve is flatter
and less fluctuating in comparison with smaller supercapacitor SoCs. From the fuel
cell output power, it becomes clear that power supplied by fuel cell is also least
here. Thus, with the double sized supercapacitor, most desirable performance can
be achieved whereas, by using a one-fourth sized supercapacitor undesirable effects
may result. These undesirable effects need to be avoided keeping the size and cost
of the powertrain in mind. The reference size can be considered as a suitable option.
Next, the priority between the two objectives is varied for the reference supercapac-
itor. For realization of different requirements, the priorities are assigned as given in
following three cases:

• Case 1: priority distribution decided by NSGA II (denoted in green).

• Case 2: high priority on fuel consumption and less priority on ∆SoC (denoted
in blue).

• Case 3: high priority on fuel consumption with least priority on ∆SoC (de-
noted in red).

These three cases can be obtained by analyzing the effects of parameter changes
during different stages of optimization. In the first case, the parameters correspond
to those obtained at the end of optimization. In the second and third cases, the
parameters correspond to those obtained in the intermediate stages. In Figure 4.15,
the SoC variations of the battery and supercapacitor can be seen along with the
corresponding fuel cell power.

Case 1 is the standard case and can be used as a reference for comparison of cases 2
and 3. Case 2 (blue curve): From the battery SoC, it can be seen that, the battery
SoC is mostly sustained and discharged only towards the end. The supercapacitor is
charged from the fuel cell. By comparing battery ∆SoC with case 1 (green curve),
it is observed that ∆SoC in case 1 is lower than in case 2. This is because in case
2, the optimization objective-fuel economy is taken into account but the second
objective-battery ∆SoC is sacrificed.

Case 3 (red curve): From the battery SoC, it can be seen that the battery is more
depleted than in cases 1 and 2. The supercapacitor is charged from the battery.
By comparing battery ∆SoC with cases 1 and 2, it is observed that ∆SoC in both
cases 1 and 2 are lower than in case 3.

Thus, when priority is assigned in the order- fuel consumption followed by superca-
pacitor ∆SoC followed by battery ∆SoC, the battery is more often discharged as
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Figure 4.14: Effect of optimization parameters at different supercapacitor sizes (re-
alized by numerical simulation) [MS16b]

shown in the above results. By changing the priority between the objectives, further
possibilities can be investigated. But as the objectives are conflicting in nature, a
compromise has to be made. In Figure 4.16, the total energy consumption cor-
responding to: non-optimal power management, optimal power management, and
optimal power management at different supercapacitor sizes is shown. Total energy
consumption denotes the energy of the fuel cell plus the energy of the battery and
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Figure 4.15: Effect of varying priorities between optimization goals (realized by
numerical simulation) [MS16b]

supercapacitor, which can be added or subtracted from the total energy depending
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on charge/discharge.It is clear that when the supercapacitor size is doubled, energy
consumtion is the least. With smaller supercapacitors, the energy consumption is
distinctively higher. It is also important to verify the results with the dynamic
model. This is because, with varying load demand, particularly in the presence of
frequent load fluctuations, losses occur, which cannot be accurately analyzed with
the help of quasi-static model. As seen in Figure 4.16, the The fuel consumption is
higher with dynamic model than with quasi-static model.

4.4 Experimental results and discussion

The developed power management optimization concept is tested with emulated
hardware components as described in Chapter 3. From Figure 4.17a, the basic work-
ing principles of the power management strategy become clear using a NEDC drive
cycle as example. The battery current is limited and the more dynamic fluctuations
are taken over by the supercapacitor. The fuel cell is operated close to its efficient
operating point as calculated in [ÖWMS13]. To validate the developed power man-
agement optimization strategy and to check the feasibility of the emulation hardware
in realizing the dynamics of the powertrain, the simulated results are compared to
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Figure 4.17: a) Simulated source and load current b) Experimentally emulated bat-
tery and supercapacitor current [MS16b]

emulation results. In Figure 4.17b the charging of battery and supercapacitor is
shown. This is in accordance with the simulated battery and supercapacitor current
as shown in Figure 4.17a. The curves in Figure 4.17b demonstrate an inversion of
values shown in Figure 4.17a. The negative parts of load represent charging or in-
crease in sink s2 and s3 currents and positive parts, discharging or increase in source
q2 and q3 currents. Here, only emulation of charging current is shown. Similarly,
emulation of supply and regenerate dynamics using s and q is explained with Figure
3.29. Here, the emulation of both positive and negative parts of the load demand
by q4− s4 is given. During the positive half of the load cycle, current is drawn by
the sink s4 (motor mode) and in the negative half of the load cycle, power is sup-
plied by the source q4 (generator mode). Therefore, the emulated q4 current, which
is an absolute value, can be seen as an inversion of simulated value. From Figure
4.17, a good coincidence between model behavior and emulation can be noted. Thus
the dynamics of the simulated models of components together with the supervisory
controller can be validated using the emulated experimental set-up. Corresponding
to the three sources, the DC/DC converter current outputs as defined by power
management controller are sent to q1, q2 − s2, and q3 − s3. The simulated load
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current from the backward modeled part is sent to q4− s4.
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5 Scope of developed rule-based power manage-

ment controller

This chapter is published in the form of scientific papers [MS16a],[MWS15]. To in-
vestigate the adaption of the developed power management strategy with respect to
unknown driving patterns, three contributions can be considered. These three differ-
ent directions of contributions are relevant because all three deal with multiple power
sources and implement online power management based on rules. In all three direc-
tions, the developed power management has either been tested on a variety of drive
cycles or subjected to real driving data. Typical for the first direction as published
in [PDRL07], a fuel cell-battery-supercapacitor hybrid electric vehicle is considered.
The control strategy for power split and charge sustainment is derived based on the
advantage of battery-supercapacitor combination. The power demand is addressed
by the sources in the following order: fuel cell followed by supercapacitor and then
battery. The power sharing between battery and supercapacitors is governed by a
power split value which is one of the optimization variables. Along with power split,
the other optimization parameters include both control and design parameters such
as battery and supercapacitor upper and lower bounds. The optimization method
chosen is a multi-objective genetic algorithm with the aim to minimize both fuel
consumption and difference between final and initial battery state-of-charge (SoC).
The optimization is carried out with two constraints: first with designs that limit
the hydrogen fuel consumption, second with designs that preserve the total amount
of energy stored in the battery i.e., the initial battery SoC is set to 70%. Different
pareto optimal fronts are obtained for 4 different driving cycles from where point
of minimum fuel consumption is chosen. The utilization percentages show that the
optimal utilization of the three power sources vary with the drive cycle chosen. A
representative for the second direction is the contribution given in [TGGL14], here
an engine-battery-motor and generator PHEV is considered. The goal of the devel-
oped power management strategy is to improve fuel efficiency without deteriorating
performance considering that the vehicle is steered by a human. The strategy is
tested for three different drive cycles repeated over different geographic locations.
Here, four operation modes are defined and each mode has its own optimization
problem definition. The modes are individually offline optimized and then imple-
mented in the online rule based controller. The control strategy selects the most
appropriate mode depending on the SoC of the battery. Thus, here SoC is considered
as a criteria for selecting modes. The third direction is described by contribution
[CMM]. The optimal online power management developed in [CMM] is a step fur-
ther in considering four sources: engine, fuel cell, battery, and supercapacitor. A
fuzzy-rule-based power management is combined with machine learning algorithm
to train an intelligent controller that has the capability to find the optimal com-
bination of power sources that minimize power losses, keep the SoCs of all storage
components within bounds, and minimize bus voltage fluctuation. Here, the con-
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troller has 5 variables: two for SoCs of both battery and supercapacitor, one for
system voltage, and two for low and high load demands. For every load demand,
the machine learning algorithm searches for the best power source combination at
every 10 time units, then the knowledge generated by this is used to train the fuzzy
logic controller. Thus, the combination of optimal power management with training
algorithms can be established.

The power management controller considered in this work [MS15a, MS16a] is de-
veloped following a similar strategy as given in [PDRL07]. The power management
strategy is based on rules and the optimization method is multi-objective and offline.
One of the criteria for selecting modes i.e., based on SoC is similar to [TGGL14].
The optimization of parameters specific to each mode is also carried out as a decou-
pled offline process. However, unlike [TGGL14], another storage unit supercapacitor
is considered and unlike [PDRL07] both battery and supercapacitor SoC deviation
is considered in the optimization problem definition along with fuel consumption
minimization. Unlike [PDRL07], the controller parameters to be optimized includes
not only the power split between battery and supercapacitor but also fuel cell cur-
rent and battery current limits. Optimizing fuel cell current ensures its operation
in the optimal domain and optimizing the maximum and minimum battery cur-
rent prevents overcharging/discharging. The optimized design parameters includes
battery and supercapacitor SoC boundaries and initial SoCs of both battery and su-
percapacitor. Thus the applicability of the developed power management to other
drive cycles can be concluded based on [PDRL07, TGGL14]. The possibility of
combining the developed optimal power management with training algorithms can
be concluded based on [CMM]. Instead of finding the suitable power source com-
bination to minimize power loss [CMM], suitable current values from the different
sources can be found in an already pre-defined topology, in order to satisfy multiple
objectives such as fuel consumption, SoC deviation, aging, etc. This has not been
considered in [CMM].

5.0.1 Illustrative example: drive cycle prediction and optimization

The tuning of the controller parameters online is not considered in this example,
therefore in Figure 5.1, the values from LUT do not go to power management con-
troller, instead here, the loop is closed by displaying the optimal values to the hu-
man driver. The decision to follow the optimal is left on the driver. Optimal system
behavior is considered in terms of evaluation of system performance using three pa-
rameters [SWS+13, ÖWMS13, MÖS14]: system availability, fuel performance, and
component aging of a fuel cell-supercapacitor hybrid electric vehicle [SWS+13]. For
validation purposes, a driving simulator environment developed at the Chair of Dy-
namics and Control (SRS) is connected via a real time interface to a hybrid electric
vehicle experimental environment as mentioned before. The procedure followed is
shown in Figure 5.1. One of the main assumptions is that the predicted velocity
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is based on pre-defined drive cycles that the human driver is obliged to follow. As
introduced in [SWS+13], the length of the prediction horizon can be adjusted based
on the prediction performance at each time span. The other assumption is that,
considering the same environment and same speed limitations set at the driving
simulator, the present pattern of the driver resembles the past.
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Figure 5.1: Optimization concept for HEV-driving simulator coupling [MS16a]

The velocity profile is analyzed in two steps. The first step is to generate a look-up
table (LUT) offine with the help of a multi-objective optimization. Here known typ-
ical and representative velocity patterns based on a human driver’s driving pattern
are used for offline optimization. Optimization is with respect to predefined drive
cycles. In other words, the predicted optimal is generated based on the assumption
that the drive cycle is followed by the driver. The HEV powertrain model interacts
with the search algorithm Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA II)
[DPAM02] in a loop thereby generating optimal control parameters that minimize
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the cost function for the predicted velocity. The optimal parameters are obtained
for each representative driver velocity pattern. These parameters are motor torque
and DC/DC converter current. The velocity values obtained from the driver are
recorded and analyzed in a discrete manner. For example, if the optimization loop
is run for every 5 seconds of the driver velocity recorded, then an optimal set of pa-
rameters are obtained for each of these velocity segments. The intervals of recording
can be chosen small enough to ensure accuracy. A look-up table constructed at the
end of the last optimization run provides a pattern analysis for the human driver’s
velocity values whereby each pattern is accompanied by its corresponding optimal
parameter values.

The next step is to implement this look-up table online. Considering the same en-
vironment and same speed limitations set at the driving simulator, the velocity of
the human driver is now analyzed with the help of this look-up table. A program to
match the incoming velocity values with the values in the table sends the correspond-
ing optimal motor torque and DC/DC converter current (for the predicted velocity)
to the forward powertrain. Forward modeling in this case allows the realization of
the vehicle behavior corresponding to optimal parameters, hence the corresponding
optimal SoC is calculated. The incoming driver velocity is also sent to a backward
modeled HEV in order to calculate the present SoC. Backward model in this case
implies that velocity is taken as input and vehicle behavior is calculated backwards.
An online prediction of the driver velocity according to the prediction algorithm in
[SWS+13], [MS12] is carried out. Here, prediction is based on reference drive cycles
and the assumption that the present behavioral pattern of the driver resembles the
past. The predicted velocity, present SoC, and optimal SoC for predicted velocity
are displayed to the human driver by a suitable interface.

5.0.1.1 Powertrain configuration and optimization goals

The HEV powertrain in range extender topology is shown in Figure 5.2. As detailed
in [Mar], the charging/discharging dynamics of the supercapacitor is related to the
control of mono directional DC/DC converter. Here the bus voltage is equal to
supercapacitor and motor voltage. The modeling corresponding to this topology is
done according to [Mar, MÖS14, ÖWMS13]. The emulator system for this power-
train topology is given in [Mar]. The primary source (fuel cell) emulation is realized
by controlled power source and voltage-current controlled mono-directional DC/DC
converter. The supercapacitor dynamics is realized by controlled power source-sink
combination. The drivetrain is emulated by a speed controlled electric drive motor
and torque controlled load motor. The charging dynamics of suercapacitor is given
by [Mar]

Usc =
1

C

∫

Iscdt, (5.1)
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Figure 5.2: Topology of HEV powertrain according to [ÖWMS13]

where C denotes the capacity, Isc, the current flow, and Usc the voltage which is
proportional to SoC. The power flow control is realized by DC/DC converter as

[
Ubus

Ibus

]

(k + 1) = f(Ubus(k), Ibus(k), sDCDC(k)), (5.2)

where the bus voltage (Ubus) and current (Ibus) are defined as the output of the
DC/DC converter. The control signal is given by (sDCDC). The power management
in [Mar] includes two control signals: current flow of DC/DC converter and vehicle
speed. Here, the rotational speed of the powertrain model relates to the rotational
speed of the emulator motor and the current relates to the load applied. Thus,
the dynamical model of the complete powertrain is described by a discrete-time
nonlinear state space model. The dynamic behavior of the motor is given by

xmot(k + 1) =

[
imot

vmot

]

(k+1)

, (5.3)

where,

xmot(k + 1) = f(smot(k), xmot(k)). (5.4)

The motor current and speed are denoted by imot and vmot respectively. The control
input is denoted by smot. The dynamic behavior of the supercapacitors is given by
a LTI discrete-time state space model as follows

xSC(k + 1) = ASCxSC(k) +BSCuSC(k), (5.5)

where the state of the supercapacitor is denoted by xSC . In range extender topology,
the bus voltage is defined as the state of the supercapcitor model. The input is
denoted by uSC denoting the supercapacitor current iSC . With the chosen range
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extender topology [MÖS14, ÖWMS13], the DC/DC converter current flow is given
by

iSC = iDCDC(sDCDC)− imot, (5.6)

where the output current of the DC/DC converter is denoted by iDCDC and the
control input by sDCDC . Thus, two control inputs are considered here, sDCDC and
smot. The previously mentioned objectives according to [MÖS14, ÖWMS13] are
given in the sequel where in [MÖS14], the influence of dynamic effects namely, the
power flow control is considered apart from design optimization. The first objective
is described by

Pdriv = f1(

∫

| vref − vmeas | dt). (5.7)

Here, the tracking error between the measured and required velocity refers to the
capability of the system to fulfill a given load cycle and is given by Pdriv. The second
objective describing the fuel efficiency

Pfuel = f2(V̇H2
+ α∆(SoC(t = t0), SoC(t = tf )) (5.8)

describes the supercapacitor State-of-Charge (SoC) at the beginning and end of the
drivecycle as well as the fuel consumption, denoted by SoC(t = t0) and SoC(t = tf )
respectively and the fuel consumption as V̇H2

.

5.0.1.2 Human driving behavior and its prediction

A data base containing known driving behaviors and related optimized power man-
agement parameters is used. Using the current driver and vehicle behavior a con-
nection establishing the link between the human behavior, the optimized power
management, and the parameters to be displayed to effect the human driver is
established [SWS+13]. This concept introduced can also be used later in con-
nection with the knowledge of current vehicle position, destination, traffic sce-
narios etc, and allows the evaluation of vehicle speeds for each segment of the
road. A common practice is to use the data from navigation systems as applied
in [AG09, HS06, SYD+04, RGRG03]. Other applications do not depend on navi-
gation systems such as [GBC+] where the driver power request is represented by
Markov model which is later used to generate an estimated future power request
while in [KEK+], a given route is considered to consist of a series of route seg-
ments. Driving simulators have been used in [KII] to integrate humans into real
driving conditions. Two design approaches of assistance system about enhancing
driver recognition of vehicles in blind spots are developed. In order to analyze the
driver-vehicle interaction, a driving simulator is applied in this contribution. In this
contribution, the velocity of the human driver who is subject to produce real driving
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conditions is transmitted in the form of a data stream to a simulated hybrid electric
vehicle environment. A polynomial-based prediction approach as applied in [MS12]
is used to generate specific features of the past trajectory measured over predefined
time horizons. As detailed in [MS12], the length of the horizon is adjusted according
to the prediction performance.

5.0.1.3 Interface completed by display of optimal data to driver

There are two approaches to display the calculated information. The purpose of
applying two different approaches is to compare them with initial experiments and
evaluate which form is better for the human driver to understand. One shows only a
text of “Optimal Velocity” as shown in Figure 5.3, which informs the human driver
to follow the displayed velocity. The other one as shown in Figure 5.4, showing the
preliminary developed elements. The new elements are developed to illustrate the
effect of the current velocity on the current SoC (indicated by the white arrow). By
comparison, the effect of the future optimal velocity on the future SoC is also shown
to the human driver. The optimal SoC is shown with the movable progress bar. The
dark green line indicates the SoC, which is calculated from the optimization algo-
rithm. Near to the SoC, 5 classes illustrating the driving suggestions are displayed
to the driver: accelerate hard, accelerate, drive with constant velocity, brake, and
brake hard. In Figure 5.4, the current SoC is lower than the optimal one. In order
to reach the suggested optimal SoC, the driver needs to accelerate hard.

Figure 5.3: Displaying optimal velocity to the human driver [MWS15]

Figure 5.4: Displaying SOCs and velocity change suggestion to the human driver
[MWS15]
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5.0.1.4 Simulation results

As shown in Figure 5.1, after the initial offline procedure where optimal motor
torque (x) and DC/DC converter current (y) have been determined for different
driver velocities, the Look-up-Table (LUT) with the saved values is implemented
online. In the online step, the driver velocity as received from the driving simulator
driven by a human driver is denoted in 5.5 by the black curve using a specific
speeding-up and slowing-down maneuver. The corresponding supercapacitor SoC
variations are denoted in red. The vehicle model without optimal parameters shows
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Figure 5.5: Actual velocity and SoC variations [MWS15]

a drop in SoC with each acceleration and increase in SoC as a result of regeneration
with each deceleration. The SoC values were scaled for better comparison with
velocity values, therefore the red curve denotes the SoC variation and not values.

As shown in Figure 5.1, a part of the driver velocity is also sent to the prediction
and velocity matching blocks where the corresponding optimal values (x and y) are
sent to a forward vehicle model. Considering the fact that the predicted velocity
patterns are based on past data, it can be compared to the present driver velocity
in figures 5.6 and 5.8.

As noted from Figure 5.6, the predicted velocity (in red) can be expected to acceler-
ate in the beginning but is desired to be kept within limits in contrast to the rapid
and frequent changes in the driver velocity denoted in black. A zoomed section of
the present and future velocities from 25-60 seconds is shown in Figure 5.7. It is to
be noted that inspite of the present acceleration rapidly followed by a deceleration
and again acceleration, improvements can be made in terms of the objectives spec-
ified in the optimization algorithm, by gradually accelerating and then gradually
decelerating (as shown in red). In Figure 5.8, a zoomed section of Figure 5.6 for the
time span 90-130 seconds is shown. Unlike Figure 5.7, here a gradual decrease in
velocity is expected in contrast to the present diver velocity (in black). The deter-
mining criteria behind the choice of desired future velocity are given in Equations
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Figure 5.7: Velocities between 25-60 s zoomed [MWS15]
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Figure 5.8: Velocities between 90-130 s zoomed [MWS15]

and 5.8. The penalizing of future SoC deviations become more clear from figures
5.9 and 5.10.

The optimal supercapacitor SoC variations corresponding to the future velocity
are depicted in Figure 5.9 and the present and future optimal SoC variations are
compared in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.9: Predicted velocity and SoC variations [MWS15]
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Figure 5.10: Predicted and actual SoCs [MWS15]

It is noted that the tendency to sustain charge will be better if the optimal velocity
pattern is followed. Also, the SoC deviation from its initial to final value is minimized
in the optimal pattern. In an enlarged section (Figure 5.11), it is shown that inspite
of a decrease in the present SoC, the future SoC will gradually increase if the optimal
future velocity is followed. Thus, the simulation results show the importance of
following the desired pattern due to its ability to sustain the supercapacitor state
of charge.

5.1 Adaptive power management for dynamic/variable driv-

ing behavior

To modify and implement the developed power management strategy, gathering
driving data can be considered as a first step. According to [FYR+14], velocity,
which is one of the driving data, can be used to define a driving segment. For
the analysis of these segments, driving features are defined for example, average
velocity and variance of velocity. As mentioned in [FYR+14], first driving profiles of
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Figure 5.11: State-of-Charge variations zoomed

real human drivers can be obtained, then partitioning of these profiles into segments
can be done. Next, the driving features can be extracted and segments of each of
the driving profiles marked. This marking can be utilized for driving data analysis
and traffic condition recognition. For example, based on average velocity, segments
can be classified as highway condition, urban condition, etc.

Adaption of power management strategy based on predicted future can either use
car navigation data or use a predictor in absence of car navigation data. For the
latter case, two options have been mentioned in [FYR+14]: driving condition recog-
nition based on history of motion and driving condition prediction based on history
of motion. For both the options, the procedure is to prepare optimal databases
offline and match the present to previously optimized past. The two principle op-
tions according to [FYR+14] are shown in Figure 5.12 and explained in [FYR+14].
The difference between the two options is that, in the first option, optimization of
the entire drive pattern is considered, whereas in the second option, segment-wise
optimization is carried out. Recognition of the present based on past is considered
in the first option, whereas the present is matched to the past in the second option.
Moreover in the first option, updating of rules to integrate new driving patterns is
required at regular intervals.

5.1.1 Driving condition recognition

In driving condition recognition, the optimal parameters are calculated for different
drive cycles or patterns in offline condition. The results are stored in look-up tables.
In online condition, the current driving condition is recognized and the most suitable
set of optimal parameters is selected for tuning the power management controller.
A repetition of the recognition process in regular time intervals is required for online
application [FYR+14].
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Figure 5.12: Implementation possibilities of adaptive control (according to
[FYR+14])[MS16a]

As detailed in [MS15b], an adaptive power management based on driving pattern
recognition is presented in [LJPML04]. The procedure followed is capable of execut-
ing an optimal online power management, along with driver velocity classification
and prediction without using complicated algorithms. Here, two separate offline
processes are considered as shown in Figure 5.13: first, representative drive cycles
are used to generate six driving patterns satisfying certain criteria. These patterns
are classified according to power demand and stored in a look-up table for online
implementation; second, where the same six representative drive cycles are analyzed
for determining the optimal power split that minimizes fuel consumption. Based on
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this, six control rules are formulated for a sub-optimal rule-based controller. In the
online process, the driver velocity is saved and prediction based on the assumption
that driving condition within a finite history will continue in near future, is done.
The data in the most recent time frame from the historical data buffer can be used
for characteristic parameter extraction. The classification of the driver velocity into
six patterns is carried out based on the look-up table values from the first offline
process. The corresponding control rule can also be determined based on the data
from the second offline process as shown in Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.13: Driving condition recognition [MS16a]

The characteristic parameters chosen in [LJPML04] are the averaged positive power
demand Pdemmean

and standard deviation of positive power demand during driving
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Pdemstd
. The generation of representative drive patterns (RDPs) is based on mathe-

matical operations as shown in Figure 5.14. The method used in [LJPML04] is briefly
described in the sequel. Let V0 denote the initial vehicle speed and V1i(i = 1, 2, 3, ...),
the speeds after ∆T . Let P0 and P1i(i = 1, 2, 3, ...) denote the power demands for V0

and V1i respectively. When the vehicle is accelerating or driving at constant velocity,
the engine and motor speeds are calculated for a backward model and their maxi-
mum power value Pmax are determined. If a power value is close to desired Pdemmean

,
and the desired Pdemstd

is small then one point in region 1 is randomly selected as
shown in Figure 5.14. If desired Pdemstd

is large, one point in region 2 is selected.
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Figure 5.14: Creation of representative drive patterns (according to [LJPML04])
[MS16a]

Thus, the new power demand (after ∆T ) can be assigned between points 0 and
Pmax. When the vehicle is decelerating, one point between Pmin and 0 is randomly
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chosen. In [LJPML04], six RDPs were created following the above procedure and
classified into low, medium, and high power demand RDPs. The DPR algorithm in
[LJPML04] decides which RDP fits the current driving pattern best. Considering T

as the sampling time for measuring driver input velocity and pT as the duration of
historical driving pattern which is sent to a buffer for the DPR process, fT as the
duration of RDP, and NT as the duration of control horizon, the online steps are
as follows

• extraction of characteristic parameters in historical window pT ,

• creation and classification of current pattern in window fT , and

• according to classified pattern, choosing of corresponding control action for
next NT seconds.

The historical values of driver power demand are stored in a buffer of size pT seconds.
The DPR process takes the stored power demand values in the buffer at every NT

seconds and finds the characteristic parameters which are then classified and control
action generated for next NT seconds.

From [LJPML04], it can be concluded that rule-based power management can be
modified to accommodate several rules, each corresponding to a particular drive cy-
cle. A driving pattern recognition algorithm can be developed to match the incoming
driver velocity patterns to the drive cycle patterns and select the most appropriate
set of control rules. The assumptions in [LJPML04] are that

• the driver driving pattern does not change too fast, in other words, the his-
torical pattern is likely to follow in future;

• the sets of control rules are different enough thereby ensuring a significant
improvement in performance by selecting one; and

• the control horizon NT is much shorter than the duration fT used to predict
the best RDP which makes the strategy similar to other predictive or receding
horizon control algorithms.

5.1.2 Modified concept

The two concepts from [LJPML04] that is, offline optimization of each rule set and
tuning of power management controller online can be applied to the power manage-
ment control strategy developed in this work [MS15a, MS16a]. In the offline step,
different drive cycles can be used for generating different sets of rules as designed
in the mode selection block (Figure 4.3). For each of these unique combinations of
rules, different optimal values of control parameters can be obtained to be stored in
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the look-up table block. In Figure 5.15, LUT2 is considered for storing of values cor-
responding to optimal controller parameters and LUT1 for classified drive patterns
according to power. This is shown in the offline block of Figure 5.15.

In the online step, a modification can be considered by a third look-up table (LUT3)
which is a part of both online and offline processes. In the first offline step, LUT3 can
be loaded with pre-defined drive cycles and corresponding controller parameters. In
the first online step, LUT3 should be able to accommodate current driver velocities
and store them as new patterns. In second offline step, it can be used to generate
new optimal controller parameter based on new rules and hence update LUT1 and
LUT2. The new driving patterns and corresponding controller parameters can now
be used for tuning PM controller (Figure 3.3) in the second online step. This process
can be repeated till the controller is trained for all possible circumstances. Thus, an
optimally tuned intelligent power management controller can be developed that is
capable of optimal distribution of power in real driving scenarios where the driver
velocity is unknown. The disadvantage of this strategy is the increasing dimension-
ality of LUT3. In other words, if the driver changes the driving behavior frequently,
the storing capacity of LUT3 will need to be considered.
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Figure 5.15: Driving condition recognition (modified from [LJPML04]) [MS16a]
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6 Summary, Conclusion, and Outlook

This work focuses on the development of a suitable power management and optimiza-
tion strategy for implementation in real driving scenarios. The existing strategies
lack the ability to provide optimal solutions in terms of multiple objectives online.
Along with online optimization, adaption of optimized control rules to real driving
data is also an issue. Thus, the existing strategies and their deficits are evaluated,
leading to the development of a rule-based power management concept which is
tuned online with offline-generated optimal parameters. The power management
strategy is implemented on a three-source HEV powertrain and validated on an
emulation test-rig. A possibility to adapt the developed concept to real (unknown
dynamic) driving patterns is also given.

6.1 Conclusion

The literature review presented in this work, emphasizes the role of rule-based power
management and optimization strategies. To overcome the deficits of existing strate-
gies, namely integration of multiple objectives along with adaptability to real driving
patterns, an optimized power management controller for a three-source HEV is de-
veloped and validated on an emulation test-rig.

The newly introduced power management concept is capable of determining the
optimal power distribution between the three sources online, such that, the dynamic
part of the load is supplied by the supercapacitor and battery current is limited.
The rate limitation of battery and fuel current prevents over-charging/discharging
of these components, whereas, utilizing the higher charging/discharging efficiency
of the supecapacitor ensures that the peak load demands are also satisfied. The
decoupling of optimization process from the online part enables the use of offline-
implementable, multi-objective algorithms. From the simulation results, it can be
concluded that: multiple, even conflicting optimization objectives can be integrated
in this control strategy; by changing the priority between the objectives, further
options can be investigated; and by a suitable selection of parameters, all three
sources can be operated within desired working ranges while satisfying the load
demand at the same time. From the experimental results, the advantages of the
concept introduced can be demonstrated by observing the the system dynamics
from the hardware set-up.

Due to the modular structure of the power management optimization concept an
extension of the concept can be easily realized by integrating more LUTs with sets of
optimized parameters. Real (unknown dynamic) drive cycles can be used to generate
these parameters offline to be embedded online. Two adaption possibilities are
considered based on literature: driving condition prediction and driving condition
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recognition. For driving condition prediction, an example application is given where
the emulation hardware set-up is connected to a driving simulator operated by real
human driver. Here, optimal predicted velocity is based on known or assumed drive
cycles. The optimal controller is not integrated online, only the optimal values are
displayed to the driver. For driving condition recognition, a concept is presented to
integrate the optimal controller online. Here, a possibility to accomodate current
driving patterns along with the existing patterns is considered. Thus, from the
discussed example and concept it can be concluded that, the application of developed
power management optimization concept to cases where the driver velocity pattern
is unknown is possible.

6.2 Contributions

The main contributions of this work include

• Embedding of offline parameters in online rule-based controller: due to the
decoupling of online and offline parts of the modular power management op-
timization concept, it is possible to carry out optimization with respect to
multiple, even conflicting objectives.

• Rate limitation of battery and fuel cell current: overcharging and over dis-
charging of battery is minimized by utilizing the supercapacitor to supply dy-
namic loads. This is done by a suitable choice of parameters that are preloaded
from the offline optimization process.

• Validation using emulation test-rig: real powertrain components are replaced
by controllable power sources and sinks that are capable of replicating power-
train dynamics. This is done by considering storage components like batteries
and supercapacitors as source-sink combinations where, charging implies sup-
ply to sink and discharging, supply from source. Motor/generator dynamics
are also emulated by source-sink combination.

• Adaption to real drive patterns: due to the modular structure of developed
concept, integration of optimized parameter-sets for real (unknown) drive cy-
cles is possible. A new concept for updating the control rules with respect to
recent drive patterns is proposed.

6.3 Outlook

Due to the novelty of the proposed concept, several aspects can be considered for
future work. The adaptation of the controller can be tested with real driver veloci-
ties (as collected from driving simulator test-rig) and the corresponding realization
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of power train dynamics noted (by using the HEV emulator test-rig). In this work,
a display option is considered for the optimal parameters, however, by adding more
look-up tables an intelligent controller can be realized. The developed power man-
agement concept can also be extended to cases where battery aging minimization
is an objective. In combination with an aging model, the integration of battery
lifetime as an optimization goal can be considered.
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